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SPORTS:Murray State moves into OVC title game
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New treatment 'bridged' gap for heart patient

neponair phcao tw Dana ..ionneon

NOW Jones, 20, of Murray talks to her mother Melanie Rogers while recovering from
her transplant

Community's
sirens to sound
test Tuesday
By GREG TRAVIS
Stab Writer
11w outside wanting sirens tor a sett-re weather anti will
sound %honk alter 9 J Ill I lle...tia % At 4. ordiill: to JO Steen.
director

of

amt

the tallow at ( 'unit

Murrat

Mice ot

J4101 startling sirens are •OUlkleal
lie said the test would include two separate warning sounds .uid would only last
approxtmately 9) to 120 seconds per

Sew

sound

This is

a good

opportunity to es aluate how local agencies

I'eiel% C •C% Cie V.eaillef N alltingS: he said "Agencies and residents should ensure that weather radios are working properly
and located where they pick up sufficient signal strength It is
not uncommon for sorneone to turn the radio off during the
alert tests And forget to tun it hack on Steen said Tuesday •. siren test would he a standard test that
takes place ever) year dunng Sesere Storms Awareness Week
We hate set en sirens around the city. Four are located
around Murray State I nit trimly and the City of Murray has
three others.- he said
The set en sirens pros ide -pretty good- coterage. he said.
hilt they are designed for outdoors to let people know they need
to seek additional information
-These sirens work good outside, hut not for residents who
are indoors Following the test, his agency will et aluatc the st stem and
determine if any changes or repairs are necessary
He said his agency is urging residents to get a weather radio
to pick up all additional information
-The schools. And canous communitt agent ies hat e weather radios

son

up at

These are vet) helpful and the) can eten wake a pernight." hc smd In Addition Storn said the radios can

•See Page 2A
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Wan
device. Nikki woold hethe int prim keve to
receive it. aed by Friday might the heepisel was
tlylei people and the device a. h was our only
hope The *vice is called the Taatkedieen. a kit
s emncular assist support system reserved only tor
the sickest acme= patinas. loses stas tea sieal
to raiders° sorpod iMerveseios. Sloe became the
first in the reeks MD esemere the *MSC The
IandernHeart
aimidew

•See Page 2A
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County may soon have a
memorial in MUIT; -Calloway
Chestnut
Park.
County's
should all go according to the
plans of one Its -al group
Bob
lurles.
l'hothiel
McAllister and David Foley

should also sound near the time the out-

a statewide

would wee ay Whims
NNW know 1be caps*
that mold beam.Nem
was Mowed to be used to
al doe other pee* albs
cease altar low. ry

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer

set ere %c.ithct I t ,rii.idoi drill which will
I¼eritu. kt • not i t It Joon s' sterna. he
said In l otiitiik.tion v. oh the test. the speells area niessage encoder weather radios

The local test w ill he part of

the night
with no
-But Ivy Fridat morning IFeb
..ritions left, the distiirs told us about a new

di I always prayed lot led

Veterans showcase memorial plan

model of J proposed ‘eterans•
Memorial for the northeast
corner of the park According
to the local teterans. the
memorial will cost approximately S20001t) to complete

liErnergenct Management

By JEIMICA PASLE Y
T be %palm
Vandosait Urlieertnly Medical Center
Whea Nikki Mem
NASHVILLE. Tenn
looks at the stack of photos her 1110ther took ather
a few days prior to heart transplantation she
*tidy Mama. -I hitik like I m *Ad
Hee peems% nod soleninit in Agreement with
the assessment
Nasea. 20. was diagnosed at age 5 with strai
cardiorayrosehy. a weshealitiof the hese mock
For IS yam,there were an heth problems ant,1
a teem meow trip Merida
The hirmy asi&s! red her yomegor brother.
lea. psi sick. bet while be middy improkeo
woremesd. She mem the lam live essaths. v
exception of a few weeks. in foe different bospi
tabs.
The family Caine to Vanderbilt I niscraty
vledwal Center knowing a heart transphma was
imminent
But in early 1-ehel
.00es
became sets ill
I
too sick to he on the transplant list.
'They were doing eterything they could and
nothing was working for her." said Melanie
Rogers. Jones • rikttilet -Hair breathing became
labored. her heart rate we ep asd the became
septic They told us she would sit make it through

GREG MVOS/

tance from the general pubiss
with their efforts
-The
lots

ol

still

memorial
hron/e

and

hate

granite."

commander ol the ‘eterans ot
Foreign Wars VFW Post 629 i
-We want ever!. teleran tv
hate J brick placed in their
honor"
Ii e said

there

he

would

sei.tion at one end of

J

the

t der-

memorial for deceased
an. "There will he a

hr011ie

rifle with a

helmet

statue of a

honoring those sthti died
The
w herr

Memorial

tour

memorial.

located

trateling

Vietnam

the

all stood during a

slop in Sturrat last tear.

will also hate

veterans (right
Local
photo. from left) Daythel
Turley. commander of the

senior

commented

Ledger & Times Pholos

large concrete

Veterans of Foreign Wars
VFW Post * 6291. Bob
McAllister, service officer:
and David Foley. VFW Post
Senior vice commander.
model
a
unveiled
Thursday of a proposed
Memorial
Veterans
(above) for the northeast
corner of the MurrayCalloway County Chestnut
Park. The memorial will be
about 100 yards long and
SO yards wide and have
Calloway
to
tributes

veterwalkways and will have nags County s deceased
and areas of Jecoratite shrub-"*ns
her.
re.i111 is to .1.11 1 ;Lind -raising
-We hope to hate J helleor
eflon
ter mounted in the air. too.- the
"Residents s an help Isy
teterans said
making a donation toward conFoley noted that one ot the struction at either The
first steps in seeing the Rank or Heritage Bank We
‘eterans. Memorial become J hate accounts at both of these

businesses.- he said
Residents wanting to .tin
tribute hy mail can send a
check to the S lAls Post. ear
marked for the 1.eterans.
Memorial. at PO Boa $27,
. 42ir
Murray.

Callow ay
siid
curtrmIt has sesend
hundred eterans
For more informants' about
the memonal and making •
donation telephone 7h1-1270
F Ic

House budget outlines arena, more college projects
Milk% KFORT, Ky. 4API — Hesse lawmakers outland a at budget Om Friday
that mcluded .....at, for a pilepauld Mena in
ilov.ntown Louisville. hut not at the met
front location endorsed by Got
Fletcher.

1-mic

inn11104. HONK 11.111111111kers suggested a
speedos blespiet that imoaded S' rnilliu'n
it the 01111e's dime of an MOW arena in the
It was jest one proiesi
gales flagship

The House .-omnuttre spent most tit

eas cif a asagasnean tw 0- s C41 budget poros

a the limme Acpropnations

and Retenuc

Fnday
Comeabiee apmesed
-We certamls would hope it would hiin
res-cited well and that v. hat we've done
education at all letels. and human sense,
would he appreciated.- chanillon Hain

Moberly. ID-Richmond. said "We liege that
that's the case We think ifs a badipt that
ono es Kentucky forward.-

l-ndat trudging through the proposal The
full hotly could tote on it as("ark a• Tom.*.
Muted'.said

Among other things. the plan would pro
sle more monet for waiters. salaries and
building projects a Keintecky 's colleges ano
unit critics than Fletcher suggested o

II See Pogo 2A
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Feelin' the Blues

PallselimnilaNs
Vialturellp Pallas Deputation
WNW
• Criminal imiechist sea reported at 2:23 11.111. Tient* al
College Circle. Suboacts in the circa VANS WWIewer bahPas
and kicked a vehicle. One of Me subjects deemed up Vie trash
and an officer found no damage to the vehicle A report wa•
taken.
$1 749
•A biLlde alas reported stolen from Wateresid Library
am Thursday.
Callaway Ceti* Sheriff% Deportment
• A dog was repelled Mien at 9.37 a.m Thursday from a
Crosatend Road licallon. The dog was found on Wisweli Road
The meaty is under investigebon
•An Way crash was reported at 12 15 pm. Thursday on Irvin
Cobb Road. Kentucky State Police worked the collision EMS
and Canons" County Fire-Rescue also were noted.
• A bicyde was reported Mien from • Michelle Onus MI.
dence at 531 p m. Murray Poke Deperenent was notified
Callevier Coda* Pbelleeeue
• A wailer Ore vies ripened et 911 a.m. Thursday on Oak
Ridge Rood. The foreetry semi= also was notified.
• A brush fire sides reported at 1:43 p.m Thursday on Neal.
Trail
• A brush tire was 'spoiled at 2 43 p m

Thursday on
Deercrest Lane
• A brush tire on Nanny Neal Road was reported dose to the
Marshall County line at 4:59 p m Thursday Harder Fire
Department also was notified
- Information is obtained from reports. log:,
and citations from various agencies

III Budget ...
From Front
GRE ,; TRAVtStakiner & Times Photo

The first Great Jeans Exchange was held Friday at Murray State University's Curris Center in conjunction with Eating
Disorders Awareness Week, and had a theme of "Feel Comfortable in Your Genes " The event was sponsored by the
MSU Women s Center and featured a contest among residential colleges competing to see which could collect the
most jeans Richmond College was declared the winner Jeans not distributed will be forwarded to Murray s Angels
Attic Thrift Shop and Paducah s Merryman House Domestic Crisis Center. Pictured above, shopping for jeans. are
Chanteo Draves. a senior from Chester. Ill.. Megan Gibson. a senior from °Talton. Ill.. and Danna Valleroy. a senior
also from Chester

orecast
tonight uill he 014.1511
I..ud s ith lnios tithe mid 40S
'III iI.i‘1, Ill hi: nitistls clouds
A ith L halite ot morning shins
1111:11.w ill he in the mid it is

own Crier
NOTICE
• The Dexter-Almo Water
District will meet Monday at 6
p m at the District Water
Office at 351 Almo Rd
• The Calloway County
Board of Education wit! meet
. p rr at East
Thursday at 6
Elementary Schoot Agenda

items include a resolution
concerning enrollment at
North Elementary School
report a Town Crier
▪
iten

Internet
$9.95

Water main to be flushed •Test...
From Front
in Dexter-Almo district
also he used in the esent ot
(Abel disasters when residents
Monday afternoon
a% are ot cer-

The 1)exier- Alm° *MCI I)otnct will he flushing a nev. water
main 'In Monday from 2 1o4 pan. Dunng that tune tostimiers
%%ill experience kns %Wel pressure..
l'ustorners are also ad.ised not to wash ..lothes durmg that

time pentid.
If anyone eve-merit:es trouble with water after 5 p m . call
753-4)101 Of 753-574)2 or 293-9520.

Road closings planned
for Monday, Tuesday
( I et:k I )11% c i iii pc ,..1,,,„ed at
Staff Report
in the installation ot
J.1
Murray Ledger & Times
pipe
.ount) Road
!he
I k.partini:rit issued notices for
road closings on Strinda and
Tuesdi

Also een Monday another
cross pipe installation u ill close
Redhud Road troin h.). I 14()

On Monday. IA section 01
Robertson Road South hetween
FrimNirougli l)rise and Quail

Spiccehush l.ane. The work will
also result in the mat Muir
. a.. u ell.
wed

Its Time To Stop Hurting!

swimoi
•net arin
•Iralettlasespen6 rep"et rad* WY'
•10 i•-••••aw.s*611% Volotagir
•
•Custom kW Pm. "so. ...sew

I've been helping your
neighbors for five years
why not you

(41/birraser
Stolra,to6X faster!

5,,„ Up °Mon.

*rum IU.( •0,44/1

Jon Wuest

•

Doctor of Chiropractic

759-2575

We have the mower you need
at at great prue! 4. X

50 Inch Deck

SALE

Lawn Tractor
•-ivrsepower • 42 Inch Deck
-tyclrostatic Drive
'

SALE S1,695
"
s2,995"
MURRAu
SUPPLY COMPANY

Lempare
Aarapatier
OM
llarvine Inierairoa
all1611,PP11.1111611Ane esnuar

roe Ossarimi-

ed new antenna Ake repaired
it and eserythmg is working
now
and
Murray
said
Callou
Count.% officials
learned J lot about how to
respond hi tornados hetter as
result ot the ones that hit
Vtal.hall ("Arum. and P.11 is
. last fall
'We would like to see .1114 h
ef Well ifl the mnlittOle e..1 port m
.4 the commutut in the near
tuture There has been gross th
ni that arra and we enufd use

rnolher siren out therc.''
said

Whites said the proposed cuts
gas.: the perception-

c_ut• to !! Mice ILL
the hiring imestigation
-the gosernor said il it did.
he would base taken more out
at it. Hall said
the arena appropnation isJ
tim part ol .1 the gosretails
ernor's proposed SIN tumor)
budget mitiatise, though it has
garnered much attention
No possible sites, located
blocks jwj from each other.

are the subject ot &hate. One
endorsed hr Fletcher -would build the tacility along
Riser The other is fur
the(
Mei inland and cIi'sci to .iui
entertainment district ,ailed 4th
Street 1.1% C
It lass makers Jon t agree on
location, it..could he the stall
of the protect'• demise. Rep
Bob DeWeese. R
warned his Hon.,. colleagues

•Transplant.
From Front
nit require the chest to he cut
'Pet'.
This K j% the oril option
as:triable in hopes ot sas ing
limes
"The said it was rust a temporal" us and that we would
need to make a decision about
what to tki in a few Jars. Time
u9 running out and it she did
tt improse with this des ice .
condition
Jones'
But
..hanged. Within days of implan
Litton. Jones' heart lunch.
reco.ered The &we did UK.
N irk tor her heart
pumping

blood throughout her body.
" The TandemHeart, here on
"She was on the list for 2,
patient Niki Jones is made up
hours and 15 minutes.- suit
(wir Rogers. Jones' stepfather of a pump. cannula and system controller
•We did a whole lot ot prain
.,ser the past ins Ja
them that it I had it. 11.1%1:
iod was in this es er) minute It
lire.
be It I didn't want
"I told her she had J transsore is nice to has e all smiles in die I guess I was stared
plant.- Melanie Rogers said

White)k
U
OTDOOR

Zero Turn Riding Mower
tratfon Mutor
,iurJe

need to he made
tain situations
Ile reported that the stem
so as tested last Nos einher and
minor glitch was found w ith
one ol the sirens 1t unit need-

) It would WO% kie more
.1.111U.11".
than 5500 nullion tor sanous
campus projects throughout the
state
the plan calls tor SI 25 liii
in bonding proieets. COM 11.111:11 to the approximatels Sh57
million proposed fls vickher
While the current budget plan
expires June A41. the proposal
under consideration would coser
fist at _sears 2007 and 20014. If
the house passes the plan
Tuesday it would head to the
Senate tor !unties consideration
rider the Mouse sermon,
teachers uotiki get el 2 percent
raise in the first )ear. folloued
J 4 percent boost in the second House lawmakers also proposed going teachers 572 million extra to hung their salaries
in line utth surrounding states.
Moherl said
I he lions': hudget soiiukl also
twinkle an additional 54 5 milncxt Imo ears 111
lion 41541
olt
the ationse% i:enei at
That applopriation is in stark
contrast to the Fletcher adimins
tration's proposal that would
base cut C2 I million from the
anomie:. general". S254)
budget
Ikeputs %norm.. General
Poetic Whites praised the !louse
plan to increase binding tor the

that I let, her was attempting to
punish the attorne general
ott to e it ii all ongoing ins estigation into alleged hinny improprieties h!. the Fletcher admit'sti at ii ii
-But it doesn I make any
sense to engage in petty
resenge against the attornes
n'
i
general for the met
ins coil:anon. he..
oft ice pros ides essential scrs
es in lighting aline.- Whit:'
said
Fletcher spokesman Brett
Ball said Fntla that the administrations. proposed financial

tiur Hoehn* Elsofts old Pturibro; kilwarcm

InC.

200-206 E Main • Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
His: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat 7-4 p.m

Voted Calkiway County
Ferrante Hardware Storr

title instead ot worn
tones was told prior to
eLsing the TandemHeart that
she would need a transplant to
sursi.e
%tamed ...t) mg. she said "I

The last thing Jones recalls is
heading tor a CT scan of1 vas 2

She re,eised her new heart on
Feb 8 ()rice she awoke, her parents told her wkit had occurred

BUYING
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans - Scrap Cars
*Will pick up cars
Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS
1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

-She Juin t heliese me I told
her to look at her chest and she
said - 'Oh. I guess I did
"I aluas• prased that (hid

would use my ,huldren.- Rogers
said "I nnet knew the .411061)
with which iku would happen.
Here she was all,uocd to be used
to benefit all the ither people
who will ,rinie alter her
Jones. who reteised the heart
A r 9-year-o4d girl. continues kr,
improse daily and has been
!nosed to a step-down unit at
Although she will be
released from the hospital. she
will spend at least two month. in
Nash%
for post-transplrr
iollow ups

Your friends. Your neighbors. Your team.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Insurance available in city or county
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Mrs. Beeelle A. Boyd
Ms Rosalie A. Boyd. 64. Murray. died
Monday. March 3. 2006. at her derghser'.
home in North Vernon. lad Her dumb tr4
lowed an extended illness.
She had worked at imulags Commer ty
Hospital mid Commeas. A 1939 pideme01
$eed Coghill.School,she was a nweaber of
First Christine Church. Atirora.
Boni July 10. 1941. in Louisville, she eras
alb
the daughter of JeSSIC Freemen Tiffany. of
Boyd
Phoenix. Ariz., and the Ism Thee* David
Wills. Oae slut. Helen Wilk. and one brother. David Wills. mho
pretedmi her ie dam&
Swvivon twit& her hasbant Ronald D. Boyd. to wham she
els married as Aug. 21. MIL is %Compost lad.. two danliten.
Mn. Roam Ass tinvoky. itlanast, W.. and Mrs. Rabb A.
Nelson. Nor& Vmsea: two soak Remeld D Boyd Jr.. USW.
Ana., and Robert D. Boyd. North VMS& sesen grandchildren.
Nicole Bradshaw. Beniamin Kawsky. Melissa Kawsky. Andrea
Boyd. Joshua Boyd. Derek Cook and Darrell Nelson: three sisters. Mrs. Carolyn Lester and Mrs. Mazy Kmiec. both 01
tire bramhen.
Phoenix, and Mrs. Marilyn Patina.Grimm
Robert Wills. Sav annah. Ga.. wed Richard Willa. Team.
The funeral will be Moseley at II a.m. is ON chapel of Vancefisher-Saw yet- funeral Home. Nor* Vernea. The Rev. Dale Rod
will officiate
Visitauon will at the funeral home from 4 as II p.m. Senday
Memorials may he made to Hospice 01 kerns,: Counts
Online condolences F110 he made to the family at law w sawyerfuneralsers ice corn

Mrs. Mildred Winters
I he funeral for Mrs Mildred Winters will he Monday at I
m in 1 el ton Chapel of Ridgeway funeral Home. Paris. Tenn
Johnny Adkins will officiate
Pallbearers will he James(PinkI V.Ottani,. Bert (Hill) Yeager
And Haney 'eager. active. and Curtis Maddox. 110110filf) Burial
will follow in the Shiloh Methodist Cemetery, Mansfield. Tenn
Visitation will he at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p m today
Saturday 1. from 2 to 1 p ni Sunday and Atter 10 in Monday
Mrs Winters, 87. Murray. died Wednesday. Starch 1 200h. at
Tenn
St. Thomas Hospital. Nash'.
A former beautician, she formerly worked at Salant & Salant
Co. and retired from Holley Carburetor Plant. Pails She was a
former member of Church of God of Prophecy. Pans
She was married Jan 2h. 1939. to Bert Yeager. who died May
18. 1973 Later she mamed R P Winters on Sept h. 1979. and he
died April 12. 1997 Also preseding her in death were one sister
and four brothers Born Oct Is. 191 S. in (iihson. Tenn . she was
the daughter of the late Oscar Burns and Hattie Turner Burns.
Yeager and
Surs isms include two sons. William Ben
wife. Lena. Murray. and Haney I Yeager and wife. Susan.
t'hesapeake. VA . two sisters. Mrs Naomi Chiprruin. Monfort,.
Tenn . and Mrs Opal Valenti. Michigan. one brother. Arthur
Burns. Elgin. III eight grand:. hildren. I ; great-grandchildren

Mrs. Dorothy Caroline Henderson
ilenderson will he
Mrs. Doroth•
The It
today (Saturda) Al I p.m. in the
Benton. The Res Willard Walls w
in the Unity Cemeter Hardin
Visitation is now at the funeral home
Mrs Henderson. 73. Murray Highway. Benton. died Thursday.
March 2. 2006. at 5 a.m at her home
She was a homemaker
Her husband. Leroy Henderson, one sister and two brothers all
;,teceded her in death She was the daughter of the late I uther
Johnson and /ola Mae Johnson
Sums ors include one daughter. Mrs Debbie Brewer and husband. Russell. and two sons. Jeffrey Lee Henderson and wile.
Cassie. and Roy Marshall Henderson And wife. Kell). All of
Benton; one brother. Torn Johnson and wile. Patricia. Hardin. four
grandchildren. Lisa Mitchell and Jamie Mitchell. both of Hardin.
and Joey Henderson And Chase Henderson. both of Benton, two
great-grandchildren. Meehan and Morgan Foster. Hardin

Greenville
garment plant
will close
GREENVILLE. Ky.(API -A garment manufacturing plant
an western Kentucks plans to
close in two months taking a‘ka
more than 30)lobs. a plant man
atter said
Flynn LL.( was established in
1945 and manufactures leans tor
men. women and children Plant
manager Teikly Law said on
Thursday that ;I; employees
will lose their robs
Community leaders said they
would do all they can to help the
laid off employees and respond
to the economic impact of the
plant's chain,

Former Ind. state
trooper convicted
family
of killing
(At,'
BOOPPOILL hit

A f-._..-

an dime ammo of
murder for the mooed door in
the shooting deaths al his wife
and two pamig diadem in the
handy's gunge.
David Camin. 41. hes mew
tainted his imacence awe the
SeriSesiber 2000 ihoosings. aed
Jurors deliberated for more than
40 hours oser tour days follow mg his sts -week trial He could
face life in prison without the
possibility of parole

Cams said "1 &Mei du it"
aidink his beef dimly as die
His hither.
v erdict was or
broiler and sifter bone imo wan
And inimesd in *air UM.
Omsk ides Ami islt sue
police Aar more dime decade
to work for his wick's construs
non company about four months
hefore the shootings. was cons iciest in 2002 of killing his
wife. Kimberly. and their two
children. Bradley. 7. and Jill. 5.

!5. 1 v
Oat the mins pot an Ca
shit whoa he found die hears.
They aim ailed 11 wimmem
who mailled it Came was
eh= as they played Istedmill
in a nemby church gpmnaseren
al die int of the Wisp.
Came did eat tot* duns
the tilt but his dstmeat ism
airy' an Wm* seplipal for
*spa,a video al eivesisaion
guestimates him loan film the
kitbags Mir* which he
Lev* cis Puss
stomped his ban and yelled
Pictured are overitinise lemelstsitas Imo severs* waves
repeatedly."I Adel do d"
The awe wok a are Miff in d Lassiter C.ernatery frostP.LA lutismilla tess dimpon
the pew year as an n-coinso. ht the case, while an 111-year-old mate wee ampareled le be
Charles Boney, was arrested on arrested on the same offenses. according to a Callan,
charges that he had conspired County Shortfrs Department din•ctive
with Canun to commit the mur
der.
Prosesutors said that I afTill,
niel Bones in June 2000. shortIs
after Wines s release from
prison where he WE% ed st'S en
years tor armed robbers And
criminal confinement •010 I,
lions

He was seising a 19A • year
prison sentence when the state
appeals Colin os-enumed that
sertlict. ruling that testimony a
judge allowed about Camin.%
extramarital affairs had untairly
biased Jurors
prosecutions case
The
against Carlini centered on tiny
bloodstains found on J 1 -shin
Carnm was wearing the night 01
killings, which crime scene
esperts testified placed him
within feet of his daughter when
she was shot
lietcrise attorness argued

Bones.

116

tons is led k

three Looms of murder in sep
Arae trial in Leman and has
been sentenced ti 2.2c years in
prison Honey was first linked
the case last sear tr. DN esidense on a prison sweat shin.
inscribed with his ni.knarna•'Backhone.- And a palm prim
It
At the crime scene
attorney
defense
HIN
acknowledged that Roney sold a
gun to Cainm. but Argued that
prosecutors had not pros hied
esidence that Roney knew that
Carrun planned to kill his family

Juvenile faces 14
felony counts in
cemetery vandalism
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
A let-year (*la

ho'.

was

Tuesday with 14 felony
counts for samsladinng Lassiter
f'ernetery earlier this year while
Charged

an lit sear-old is expected to he
arrested on the ••ARbe offenses
('allow ay County Sheriff's
Samantha
Sgt
Detect's e
Mqdrell charged the local fuse
rule and expect to charge Anoth
The cash are Ascused tit
14 counts of sulfating gras es

Class teaches water sa ety
Special. to the Ledger
The Center for Health &
Wellness and the Calloway
the
of
Chapter
County
'Arnencan Red Cross are Aiming forces to otter a %ariety of
programs tot residents of
Calloway County and the MNrounding area
On April 22. the Center for
Health & Wellness and the Red
Cross will offer a Conunumts
water Safety Class HUM tt
am 10 noon at the Center for
Health & Wellness Classroom.
participants will learn easy -toremember safety tips for pools.
spas. waterparks. lake•, risers.
oceans, and many other popular alatlinit.
The slass is not J sis inuring
class, hut one that is desr•
to illustrate to part,
water safety

Tired of Running Around?
Find All of the Homes Listed
on the Multiple Listing Services
by going to

campbellrealty.com
CAMPBELL REALTY
CAMPBELL

%osiseriny, %Web 4. 211116 • JA

04
(
112 Si 12th • Murray • (270) 754-8-141i)
.‘felother or kfisillipie 1 sating service

ics hniques
The cost to pants pate in
this class is 5,40 Class spate is
limited. MI he Sure to sign up
today at the local Red Cross
chapter at 607 Poplar Si. Call
chapter Eaex.-ntise Director
Tory Datiehrirs /it't 1421 for

Safety
ontinuntt y
Nater
details
or mitre intormatiiin sin
this lass or others contact
Allison I ant aster. Center tor
health & Wellness health pro
mitotic's coordinator. at 7b2-

tot llifTlirtg 1iSer headstones at
the .C1111C1C11,
Each leksis soon' of a situ
lating rase is punishable hi
one to use years in prison
Maghell said the •Andalisni
was reported Jan 14 In addi
non to the headstones, tense
Ai•t, was dant
AI the
aged Mighell rest-used into;
matron the two guys were
insolsed And the intersiewed
the 1 S-Sear old saves!. who
she said admitted to the •

Got newsP
Call
153-1916.

* Cynthia

BARNES
CIRCUIT CLERK
* I will bring needed leadership to our Clerk's office
* I will work diligentl to improve semices for %on
* I will mold nepotism. h‘ not hiring faunas member
* I will iiit•ins he mindful of m's responsibilities

an elected official

"the Choice for Change
WWW.BarnesCircu rtClerk.com
•

•

•

No doubt about it - agriculture technology has changed over the years. But at
The Murray Bank. our commitment to agriculture has not. Whether you need new equipment
or help with your next crop. we invite you to stop in The Murray Bank and visit one ofour
local agriculture loan officers. You'llfind their commitment to workingfor you is
stronger than your Grandaddy'sfavorite tractor. And more reliable. too!

The Cam* City Ryes protest phen dosed in 2004. forcing 110 employees to find new
lobs-

• a • IN• an • III • Ali •
••••//11MII•M.M11•Mi
AMIS/MWW"."W"- "••=1•111111.
,
ii•1•11•••1

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

OID
1-800-363-4720

steadum if hide's AND *tip& Tractor Chas wrilb Amer Vice Presorkai Hose Hornhock
Pueeinlve Mee Piesidan ash Hirpnwe

The

Murray Bank
How Banking Should Be

*areo
405 South 12th Surd & 1Il •si,wth
ow,* thenneraybank
270-75 %-.56....NS
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FORUM
Who are the
unbalanced?
hetole hc WJ• tilted in \ lel \alli
it ,I1
In moment,
soricerns. 114,10,a1 JO1til54411 ,..1% his mission as "making the world
sale for diveratit.Acceptance of diversity had long been a cardinal goal for
America. The Founders used a calculus of dist:rut) in which
checks-and-balances in government and the Bill
of Rights would guarantee niinioak,
economic. sociological. ethnic. limptiatic, and
philosophical differing in opietionsiM9 practices
America was not supposed as he a lathing pot
that,itduced eseryone to one SONp. but a stew
pot that allowed carrots. potatoes. beam, and
meat to retain their isdiv
eves as they
contributed to a whole savory • . But sometimes principles clash. Sometimes majonty -rulc
clashes with minority -rights. sometimes demos
rat y otter-reaches and squelches th‘ersit!,
Using three case studies from our country 's
history. TCL' historian Todd M. Kerstetter
By Larry
indicts us for not abiding by ow own best
McGehee
national principles. His scholarly work. is God's
Country. I. ncle Sam's Land. Faith and Conflict
Syndicated
in the Amencan West It'mversity of Illinois
Columnist
Press, 200h. 215 pr
The three ia•ke• he examines in detail are
massacre'. 1 the Mountain Meadows Alas.:are of 1857 in which
Mormons and Indians Ma% have killed is numy AS 12tr wagon train
transients from Missoun and Arkansas crossing Utah and heading
for Califtynna. 2i the slaying of Sitting Bull and then of many
Lakota "ghost dancers- at Pine Ridge and Wounded Knee in 189ft
and 31 the slaying of Dasid )(mesh and 73 other Branch Dasichans
in Waco. Texas. in 1993. His ireatitient of the actual Mountain
Meadow • incident is sk.etchy% tor he sees it in a much larger context
01 the t tali War of the United States against the Mormons and of a
half century of assimilating the Mormon terniot into statehood
I Incidentally and coincidentally. noselist and screenwriter
Larry Mckfunry. of Lonesome Dose fame. ha.'. Just published his
own study of American massacres. Oh What A Slaughter:
Mass,icres in the American West. 1846- I X90(Simon & Schuster.
2005. 1711 pp.. hut it lacks the ngorous research, annotation, and
scholarship of Kerstetter's hook I
Common themes run through all three cases. The Mormons. the
Native American ghost dancers, and the Branch Das Ohms were all
religious mmements. all of them had leaders who claimed to ha% e
direct res elation. and commandments from God, all of them
behesed that mainstream American religion was full of errors and
that their own faiths were intended to set the world right again, all
three had strong leaders whose rulings were more salts] that those
of their followers, all had some degree of plural marnage or
polygamy in their practices, all telt themselses to he persecuted
,mitionties, all felt the U S government was their enemy. all of
;them claimed constitutional nghts to worship as they pleased with
separation of church of state guarantees). all of them claimed the
constitinninal right to hear arms and did i. all three were portrayed
by newspapers. gosernment agents. Protestant church leaders. and
politicians as heretical and dangerous groups, in all three cases
'local controls seemed to have collapsed and federal action was
called upon. and all three were opposed by coalitions of mainstream Protestants and government officials
There were similarities as well in what happened Fed hy escalating media myths and exaggerated analyses of gosernment
public: hysteria mounted. patience waned, and cries for radical
action donunated In I tah. a large army came within days of a
maim war with Mormons. at Wounded Knee members of the 7th
Cavalry. remembering what had been done to Custer 14 years earner. slaughtered many innoeents. In Texas. a veritable army of FBI
agents and other lass enforcers wiped out the headquarters and resitmen and children died in all
dents tit the Branch Da% idians
three incidents
Investigations followed, in all three iaSeS concluding that the
threats to society of each group had been greatly exaggerated. that
the caches ,if arms 'called AVMD'5 today were misinterpreted, that
the religious nature of the groups was misunderstood, and that the
massacres might hase been astuded
It is very hard tor J large general public. Ird partial and often
embellished reports. to practice patience and negotiation in periods
ot %0C141 unrest and stress Almost mesitabl% precipitous actions are
taken that are later regretted. and basic freedoms of worship. of
privacy. of tree speech. of trials, and of .irms-hearrngt get plowed
under by popular opinion and tears.
Balancing majorities and 'Minorities. democracy and order.
k many faiths and a dominant religion. is something like a duck waddling It swings precariously and awkwardly from side to side es en
as it tries to ,t ui ahead
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The Politics of Slinging

By PHILLIP RAWLS
Associated Press Wnter
NioNTG0MERY. Ala tAPi
-Political c.unpaigns didn't
get any dirtier than(it-urge C
Wallace's 1970 race for gtnernor, a haek-alle% brawl that featured unabashed racism. altered
photos. betrayal of friendships,
and personal attacks on family
members.
As if it wasn't infamous
enough. writer Kerw in( Sw int
gave tithe top spot in his new
hook. "Mudslingers The lop
25 Negatise Political
Campaigns of All time"'
"It was the last openly racist
campaign ut 1merwa.- said
Swint, who put the campaign
ahead of es en the notorious
Andrew Jackson-John Quincy
Adams presidential rase tit
1828 that focused on the legality of Jackson's marriage
Swint. a political scientist at
Georgia's Kennesaw State
Ill‘ers11, said the 1970
Alabama campaign finished No
I in his hook because ii was
more recent and comhmed the
most dastardly tactics
"It's %cry much deserving.said tomer Go% Albert Brewer.
who was the loser
For Wallace. the 1970 rake
was a tight tor his political life
because if he had lost to
Brewer. his former ally. then
Wallace wouldn't base had a
political stage to mount his
,.ampaign for president in 1972.
Die fight became esen more
intense when Brewer led
Wallace in the Democratic pri'nary
putting the two in a
runoff for the nomination.
'Ahi h was tantuntwnt to

at the time
Ads played on the racial
tears (il white voters Doctored
photos showed Brewer with
Nation of Islam leader Elijah
Muhammad and boxer
Muhammad Al.
Veteran Alabama black political leader Joe Reed. who was
one of the targets of Wallace's
wrath in 1970, called it -the
most racist campaign in the history of the state Before that,
people talked about maintaining
segregation. But this was a personal attack"
Before the 1970 race.
Wallace and Brewer had been
political allies and friends
Nallace's political machine had
hacked Brewer tor lieutenant
gosernor in 1966, and Brewer
had ascended to the governor's
office when Wallace's wife.
Go'.. Lurleen Wallace. died of
cancer in 19N4
Wallace, fresh off his thirdparty race for president in 196s,
reportedly told Brewer that he
wouldn't run against ham tor
go'.emir in 1970, but then
changed his mind, creating a
deep split among Alabama
Democrats. who controlled state
politics
"It was a -family fight. and
tamily tights are always
said Bob Ingram. who was
Brewer's state finance director
Gotng into the gosernor's
race. Wallace was an ardent
segregationist With a %Unlit:
appeal Brewer was
more moderate on race and was
aligned with awhite-collar
crowd
Wallace ponrayed Brewer as
a sissy, who had formed a

tOm

angc hedlelloss s- coalition
with black leaders to win their
endorsements Wallace would
mgt.' "4c" to pull back itk: he'dsheet and see who Brewer was
in hid with
That message was reinforced
by ad% urging white scoters to
turn out against Brewer's —Mos
sole- from Mack, Another ad
showed a white girl surrounded
by sewn Mack boys wider the
headline "Wake III Alabama'
Maki.% \AIM.
rake (her
Alabama
Anti-Brewer material put tail
by ant ny MOUS groups targeted
Brewer's family. accusing
Brewer 's wife of being an alcoholic and his two daughters tit
getting pregnant by Mack.
Brewer. now 77, said there
was no was to counter the
attacks -Nou don't want to go
on TV and so.'I'm not a
drunk.— he said
Karen ('alice, author of
"Negatne Political Adterti•ing
Coming of Age.- said some 01
the dirtiest tactics ha‘e ne% et
been tied directly to Wallace
and may hoe been de% eloped
by his supporters without his
knowledge But she said Brewer
V. js not the first Wallace opponent to feel such attacks.
"When the Wallace people
got desperate. they got dirty..
said Caner. who witches ads er
using at the I'msersity of
Alabama
George Wallace Jr. who was
in high school when the campaign started, agreed with
Ingram that the race was dirty
"It was an intense campaign
That's fact.- he said, hut he
toe.tIons th: hih rattnt: in

Swift's hook
He also said he and his sisters got hit with plenty of take
rumors. too, but he is confident
that neither his father nor
Brewer c‘cr approsed of those
tactics
"Noir fuse people in campaigns who do things unbeknownst to you.- said %.111:41:C.
J seteran of Alabama politics
who has sers ed as state treasur
et and is now tin the Public
Set% tiC Conmussion
Wallace noted that there
were 4Ue,414*flahle acts on
Brewer's side. too He recalled
that the Watergate hearings
would later show that President
SiSOW' Orgall1/.111011 quietls
rUMped 5400A810 into Brewer's
campaign in an efhwt to extinguish Wallaee's political career
and keep him lion' running for
president in 1972
Ingram said he picked up
S100.000 of that money from a
man at a hotel m Sew York, hut
he didn't know until the
Watergate probe that the man
was an attorney tor %icon
Wallace. who won the ninon
and the gosenvor's office
then was crippled by j Alblikl
he assassin in the 1972
race
esentually
presdntul made
his peace with the black leaders
he targeted in 1970 He was
elected it) a fourth term as go'. emir in 19142 with strong black
support But Wallace and
Brewer neyer made up before
Wallace died in 1448
"I never heard from him.Brewer said
ktitkd Ingram: "Scars front
that tint. has en't healed to this
day
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AP File
Former Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace raises his fists during a campaign rally in Wetompita. Ala., in this May 4, 1970
file photo When it comes to dirty political campaigns. no one ever did it like one-time segregationist Wallace. according to the new book "Mudslingers: The Top 25 Negative Political Campaigns of All Time'
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COMMUNITY
Relay for Life Team Captains
will meet here on Monday
Calieway Camaly's Relay fur Ilk Team
Capaiim
met bhadisy at she Nadia
Casemolty Calm fir Paper Nt.. Mowray. hotariesedas tables will be set up by
515 p.m.
Reisy lel. a spadsi 311=hose semi=
he new teem mails we haps at 5:30
pais. Team caplahevS meal haw
sa
p.a. It h Inswearet he Sem sapialas la
Mead every eliestis as am hiannatisa
we be shred and a team rupiahs gift
will be bedided.
T. pet yew Rainy Mei Tablets mai be
13„;keen
. der the Dews lhala award. =pIt
Cixionurety
ad= mat luau la coapiesed Masa mishear
lead= his. M 9mash* Captabus ail =OW their Ism and trasbars as the hewis in
your TC pucka et cea nimbler the tem and asesebers
entire al www.eallawa v relay &Drifters.
•
rr,

Jo's
Outebook

Coldwater church plans event
t

• '

\I

hese a churebwide
t() r m at the church.

' I Itt.1111.

Laker Yearbook will be on sale

MIMS.

alkel lc.atx.olk will he tai vale
tor one week sink. March 6 to 10. according to Glee Leckie. sponsor Students need to buy their yearbooks from a yearbook member during lunch or lvefore/after school. The coat
will be SI8 rod checks should he made payable to Calloway
County High School Books .an he picked up in the fall
Leckie said -hooks will not he sold at the tront oUicC

Angels Clinic plans Diabetes Fair
10I)t liuii
hetes Fan lot all ages on

‘.
1kettlit.kke!• If0411 tt.44,

Diaa nt to 4 p.m
...ot

a

Walk and Talk Group Monday
Ladies 01 Nest hock Baptist Church nom interested la.hes
to attend the Wall. and Fall. Group Monday from 6.30 to 7 ill
121 \oeth, w est of
ts Hw
p in at the church. Its...tied

Four Rivers Group will mat
Fout Rivers Music Friends will Meet,Sunday at 2 p.m in
annex of Calloway Publit talker), This is open to all
.ol'otiliAn• and listeners For more information call Vets ateen at
753-6979.
IC

Chili supper planned by Eastern Star
Order of the Eastern Sus will ha.e a chili supper today
p.a. at the lodge budding sit Temple Hill Lodge
front 1 to
No 276 of Free sal Accepted Masons ilia dog.. chili. dessert.
tea and coffee will he served for
donation ol $4 rhe public: isinvited

Ule soccer tryouts today
U10 Boys Competitive SOk:iff tryouts to fill some empt)
spots on tram will he 'oda), at 2 p m. at Bee Creek meet near
the playground For inlormanon call .1$9-2372

YSA schedules registration
Murray *tomb Sports .Assoi-tAtion s\ SA has scheduled another registration day for baseball and softball leagues today from
9 a.m to 2 p.m. at Vial-Man. ‘lurray. Entry fee is $50 per
child which includes team jersey and cap. Children 5 years
old and up are eligible i play. but baseball participation ages
of April 30 ol this year
are determined hy I he child's age
For information sail the Trophy Case at 753-8844 Or Murray Callov4.o Coma. Parks Department at 762-0325

Dexter-Almo meeting Monday
1k5er Atm,
p in at the district tiltke at

;51

will meet Monday at h
Almo Rd.. Aline,

Fire Protection District will meet
Callow :6) County Fire Protection lhstnct will meet Monday
at 6 p.m_ at the No I fire station of Calloway County Fire
Rescue ins Fast SycAntorc Strcyt 41 South Fourth Street. Murray.

IAWC Board will meet

Gantt speaker at meeting
•Proic.ting Our atildelleaas the paimpaad=ad
Iht
Michelle Chsit.
CASA (court appeillsd yield
eavoceSe) is Caleiray Cavity. at the Felsmary nisei*
at the Zara Depaftwai of the
Money Woman's Club
Gann was assisted hy ha
father. Vernon Gann, with a
slide presentation of CASA
activates Mc members of the
department presented One will
20 stuffed animals to be end
with her work with the chil
drat
the thought tor the day wes
goen h. Janet Kirk Hostesses
H
were Nark.y
I-xu in and Betty LAI%
orr•vori.•
The *mune* %%Ili
Timidity at 2 pm. at the .10, Frances Matarazzo (left), vice chairman of the Zeta
home with the progavn 10 tie' Department of the Murray Woman s Club. presents
on "Fun With The Fiddlers
Michelle Gantt. director of CASA with 20 stuffed animals
Betty LA)vdr) will give thy from the members.
thought for thela.) and Mil
tun din is. hf held
deed Newton. Libby Hart and hoste•se•
April 1;
Plans will he made tor an
Neva Grey Mamma will he

Free monthly screenings announced
Glaucoma is the We*
cause cit blindness in the United States, with approximmely
2 million people hawing some
degree ol
loss from glau(atm.,
Osteoporosis is responsible lot more than I 5 million
the Unitfractures annually
ed States including 100.1100 hip
fractures. 7000011 yenchral
fractures and 230.00o wnst tra. tures.
It t• iniportanl to he screened

tot glauscinta and osteoporosis
so you do not he.onie a ITICtl
seal •Liii•Ii•

To make these screenings
More aCkevolS14: to the %ANTnitillIty the Center tor Health
& Wellness will he offering
glaucoma and osteoporosis
screenings during the month
of March lot those interested
in participating.
Both lemming. 1,,r March
will he on Tuesday. March 21
between 8 a.m, and noon and

and _3 p m The ..reening•
tree hen those pans.spat
mg in the s.terning• must
nialx an app..wiment
mg the Centel tot Health &
Wellness
For mote intormati.in or to
sshedule an appointment tot
the screenings. .ontast 111ison
t.ancastr.health
..ixtfkint.ilot at %1UtTA)-('‘IlogA.1,,
Count
Hospital. at 762-1148
I

Mt'

Mayfield
artist has
exhibit at
Clara Eagle
Gallery
Maui Sias CamiMlify
S.P.A. at exhibits begin OM
semesser web ihr week ef
Ismity ld Mayfield 1111
Clara Eagle Gallery em earnspus
The
exhibit.
tided
will be on drip*
Rebirth
March I 12 with a 4..losaag
rrapapen hiring held on
pm in the
Nip tram
lager loriall
Nis hods of work is. luiik'
paleialip UN oil mod sand on
plod aid camas.. and Amer
rimier usI. According to
Stanley. the wart Amid esoke
a return to spirituality and
sell reflection
1 he son .14 Moths Smoky
sit Mayfield. km* is•am=
her of the Ogpaidollea Mixray An Studells ad plead=
of the Murray Mealtime Society 1 pon graduation in May.
he plans to alesed eredwile
school tot pawns asd video
an
Roth the exhilut and Mr
reception arc tree mid the publit is ins tied toattend The Clara
Faik. Ciallere is located in the
Doyle Fine Art. Center at the
sit trial and Olive For
additional infornumon",.di
171.4

SualsrActivities
ter. Bingo at 12 30 p m Begin
By TERI COBB
net Lele Dance at 1 30 p.m
Activities director
followed by Advanced Line
MUM)-Callowa)
pm Grilled hot
Senior Citizens Center is kicat- Demos at 2
dog, potato logs. cauliflower
ed at 607 Poplar St.. Murray.
and cheese bun margarine
Our phone number is 753and Lift Debbie cooker vvill
0929 Lunch is retied daily be on the kinch menu
at II 10 a.m for a suggested
Tuesday events include
donation oh SI 50
Strength and Stretch Class from
We otter transportation on 8 to 9 am in the gym Women s
a daily basis trom 9 a.m to Issues at 10 30 a.m in the
12:30 p.m. It you he in the education room. Ping Pong at
city limits and need a ode to 12 30 pm in Po gym and
Wise OM Book Club at 12 30
our Centel, the doc.tor. grocery
p m in the educetion room
store. hank or pharmacy. please
(please note Pie change in
call at least one day ahead Mdate) On the lunch menu all
om.. to schedule your ride
be chopped alsakvoilh mush(kit elierciw room is open room gravy mashed polaloes.
Monday through fritia from greens. corn Mead. margarine
Plant 10 .1 10 p.m Those who and apple crisp.
are 60 And older are ironed
Wednesday events include
to exercise at no cost. as well Armchatr Aerobics at 830 or
9 30 a m . Stride with Pride
as take athantage of beginning computer classes we !lase Walkers at 10 a m Powder
to offer Contact the center at Puff Pool play from 10 to 11 30
at noon
753-0929 for mote informa- a m and Pinochle Club
Those who have signed up for
tion
the Kellwood/Union City tnp
Ai:tomes and MenU% tot the should be prepared to leave
week ot Starch 6-10 has.- been the center at 9 a m Free
released as follows
Income Tax Assistance will be
Monday events include Arm- available from 9 a m to p m
chair Aerobics at 8:30 or 9 30 on a first come, first served basis
a m Stride with Pride Walk- and will be available each
ers will meet at 10 am to go Wednesday through April 12
walk at Murray State Unrversi- Roast pork pinto beans
N Regional Special Events Cen.

bags. corn bread margarine and
strawberry OW will be on the
lunch menu
Thursday events inctude
Strength and Stretch Clam St
8 am. Ceramics Piss from
9 to 11 a.m. in Its ;win, ac-1
Mum" Sale University feu
mg Students aril hold a c,
from 9 a m to 1 pm On •
lunch menu will be hot chick
en sated. peas. Mood salad
wheat roll. margarine and Ceter•
ry cobbler
Fridley events include Armchair Aerobics at 8.30 or 930
Pride
with
Stride
am
Walkers will meet at 10 a.m
Board games well begin at 9 30
am and Open Bridge at 10
a m Mote time changes) Creative Corner a newly formed
group of Weals and craftsmen
will meet at 12.30 pm in the
gym with Ow purpose of the
group to provide an environment for artists of all abashes
to fellowship while May each.
Meatlost want pallhas. pew
beans. biscuit. watessia•
banana pudding WI be on )!
lunch menu
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center is a Drifted Way
nilencY

Theatre..
1008 Chestnut St
IVO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRLI MAP
SHOWTBAES BEFORE

Eight Below
PG 1700 • 3:35 - 6:S5 -

16 Blocks
PG13-1:34Firev5 all
--

PG13 •

Date Movie
P613-

7.20 - 9:05

Curious George
!Saturday & Sunda. fink

The .Executo c Board sit the Murray Woman't Club will
meet Monday at 6 to p m at the club house

Art Guild wants entries
the Muria) .3irt (wild „inflow's Cs UK ; is.i alIfor entries
in the -Visual E.idence- tuned exhibition Artists must hand
&Intl their work to the Guild at 103 North Sixth Si between
the hours of 10 a.m to 5 p.m on Tuesday or Wednesday I-01more information call 7'53-4059 or e-mail murrayartguild4Pmur
ray -kynet. The exhibition will open with a reception and awards
presentanin, on larch 12 front 2 to 1 p in and will dose on
Apnl r

First Aid & Safety course plamod

•..:i ,ct of American Red Cross will
,
Mt,
A'ommumiy Firm Aid &
Saturday
second
monthly
offer its
Safety** COUrit on March II from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m at the
Calloway County Public Library. Main Street, Murray A course
fee is $54) which includes all books and material., and certifications in Adult. Child and Infant CPR. as well as First Aid
Pre-registration for this class is required on tk before Friday
at the Red Cross office in the Weak'. Community Center. 607
Poplar St., Murray. For more information call Calloway Red
Cms% Director Tory Daughnry at 753-1421 or e-mail the chapter at callowayredeross.org.

Pain is inevitable. Suffering is
optional. OA Kathleen Casey

-Heart Smart- is the pro
gram tor -the incliU% In Itic
0I Munay Calloway
County Hospital
Anne St-5515cm. dietitian.
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting satuiated hits mkt sodium in their
diet.
Menu., suhtect to occasional changes. for the week of
March 6-12 lune been released

tucirs altreelo alItsteeitied broccoli 'tender noodles. Mad gram
tomatoes, 'rice peat IIIIMIMed
yellow squash Rattan wedding
soup
Thursday - Dominos pizza
'sour cream baked chicken
prime rib sandwich on homemade bun 'new potatoes onion
rings 'tender spinach 'vegetable medley, cream of braecoN soup.
Pelday - prime an strips.
chopped Meek wilh mushroom
as f011ows:
Mond
- Itlealcan Feels- sauce. •tunahy chew. crispy
'esaarned zuc- tacb salad. 'dads= laasi. potato watipsa,
blend
country stole sleek. nachos allh chini. 'glow been-carrot
'chickcheese sauce. 'refried Wiens. diem potato casserole.
I
=
'miscall corn.'Capri blend veg- en
'Hungarian
soup
bacon
elebles. poise)and
dricken
- 'salmon pally. goulash. 'confetti
TitlE
'baked
broccoli beef Wellington. 'roast casserole.'baby carrots,
of the
turkey breast corn bread saps polMo, fried okrs. soup
dreaming, 'seasoned grew dis
firsedrig - fried chicken,
oisaas....,lisay camas. belied
pa% chop. baked beans.
Male. Wisconsin chaise soup
'new
Illadasadia - beef tips in green his. camerole.
'turnip greens
niushreate sauce. *fish filet red palates*
simandlne. grilled chicken tet- soup of Ike cloy

ANNuiTY?

TURING?
Moiliesaa ROW Renew and Swot
Pituairint Oatried Sarimes sea ampssemilliss*Msmaw pans The
OM pram*roe'*

AMPBELL REALTY
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OVC TOURNAMENT

CQmeback Colts
Racers pony up to make late charge against Gamecocks
the key defensive switch helped
By SCOTT NANNEY
save tournament title hopes for
Sports Editor
the Rat•eis. w ho used a 21-3 run
NASHVILLE. Tenn.
over a fiveMid. Cronin isn't a magician.
il
l
,, minute span to
Nevertheless. it did take a ,h
build as much
Houdim-like escape for the
as a nine-point
Murray Saalt* head coach and
(65 - 5 6 )
his Racers to make pesky
advantage
Jackson% ilk Stale disappear in
with only 5:03
Ohio
Valley
Friday 's
left on the
Conference Tournament semifiscoreboard
Gaylord
the
nals
ai
"We had so
Entertainment ('enter
much trouble
"We had to dig into our hag
defending
of tricks to pull this one out.—
them. espeCronin said after the favored
cially
Racers outlasted the upstart
Courtney
Gamecocks 69-64 to adsance to
Bradley."
the tournament finals for the
second time in the last three Cronin said of the 1St' forward.
seasons and for the 14th time in who torched the 'Murray
17 scars AI look ever), pliks on defense for a game-high IN
points on 7-of-17 shooting -my play sheet to get this one."
Murray 23-61 now has mostly on layups in which he
fnoS Cif to within one game of
beat the Racer post players to
the
NCAA the basket "We just had to
reaching
Tournament for the 13th time in swallow our pride And put the
school history Standing in the man-to-man on the shell"
The Gamecocks were redRacers' was will he NO. 2 seed
Sainford. which claimed a 73- hot in the opening minutes of
(16 y whir) over No 3-seeded the second half. burying II of
Tennessee Tech in Friday's late their first I. attempts in the first
semifinal The two squads will 10 minutes to build their lead
and put the pressure squarely On
rInet,:l In today's nationally -triethe Racers' shoulders But the
s ised final tESPN2i at; p.m
for the nght to represent the tone look, which featured
freshman guard Tyler Holloway
OVC in the•"Big Dance."
To reach this point. MSC roaming the baseline, took the
had to have every thing it could starch out of ISt..•. dead-eye
The
touch
muster. including A little magic shooting
in the form of a spell-bounding Gamecocks managed to hit just
.1 of their last 11 field goal
1-3-1 tone.
The tone defense, a look the attempts in the final 10 minutes.
"It was a good Adjustment on
Racers base seldom used under
Cronin. proved to be a key in their pan." said Jacksonville
Mike
head
coach
slowing down the hard-charg- State
ing Gamecocks 116- I 3). who LaPlante "We felt very com
overcame a one-point halftime tunable with our ability to
deficit 129-28r to put Murray attack that 1-3-1 lone, but we
were passive. It took us out of
Slate on the ropes with as much
as a nine-point (53-44) lead our rhythm and flow When we
were running our man sets, we
with lust 10- 24 to play.
But the tide started to turn on got pretty much what we want1St when Racer guard Trey ed Hut I thought they did a
Pearson knocked down a good job of surprising us with
that."
jumper at the 10-minute mark
SCOTT NANNET'ledger 8 Times Photos
The Racers were aided in
and then turned a Tim Lewis
shot over Jacksonville State
center
Pearson
Griffith
(44)
puts
up
a
senior
Racer
turnover into an old-fashioned their comeback attempt by a hit
three-point play on the other of good tonune. when Bradley defender Dorton Brown in the first half Friday night during semifinal action of the Ohio
end to close the Murray deficit was assessed a technical foul Valley Conference Tournament in Nashville. Tenn.
to five r53-48) with 9:41 for hanging on the nm after he
more stagnant." he said. "We
with 9:21 left
Holloway
failed to complete an alley -00p
remaining
weren't as aggressive after that.
knocked
down
one
of
two
free
Pearson'• scoring spun and from guard Anthony Wilson
throw attempts on the other end and we had couple of
JACKSONVILLE ST.(5943)
to pull MR' to within 53-50. tuillOVers.'•
Mew 3-7 3-4 11 Run. 5-8 0-0
Another key for the Racers
Center Pearson Griffith fol13 Poops 1.3 0-0 3 Sredley 7-17 34
IS Brown 7-12 3-4 17 Goo 1.1
of
was
the
play
Griffith.
who
shot
in
the
lowed with a hook
0-0 2 Lewis 0-3 0-0 0 Towle 24-51
lane and Justin Orr convened a was WS( 3-of-9 from the floor
9-1264
lay up on his baseline drive from for only sit points and three
IIIINMAY ST.(334)
Jena'
,2.5 i -2 5 Hopkins 3-6 0-0 6
the left side to give the Racers rebounds in the first half but
Witherspoon 8-7 0-0 14 Redding 0finished the night 7-o1-13 from
the lead for good.
o 0-00 GINO 7.130-4 14 P66,90r1
the field for a co-team-high 14
"The technical made us .1
2-9 3-3 7 Notiowey 3-4 3-4 I
McCoy 0-0 0-0 0 Orr 5-11 2-2 12
more passive.- LaPlante points while blocking three
Kennedy 0-0 0-00 Johnson 0-2 0-0
conceded. "We were ready for shots and pulling down sic
0 Toles 29-59 9-1S 89
the zone We've attacked It rebounds
Nelleme—leurrey Skilki 29-29 SAWN! Osele--Jecksonvies St 7-19
"Our game plan was to
before. hut this time we didn't
3-5 Wilson 2-4 Peters 1-3
throw the hall in to Pearson "we
attack it with the same mtensi
tharin 1-5 Loan 0-2) Murray Si
Gnffith a lot." Cronin said.
ty
441 fdatherspoon 2-2 NONOway 2.
kellks 0-1 On 0-1. Pearson 0-2
guard "The key was getting him
Lightning-quick
MOM 0-4l Peeled Oul—None
Walker Russell who made life enough touches to get him into
11116111111110,--aseksonsies Si 31
32
Stormy Si
tough on the MSU defense with a rhythm Once he gm a feel for
(1111•Ne 9)
7
MOM—
; points on 5-of-8 shooting. things. he stepped up huge for (flCL.Joissomostveis St 14 (ums. 5)
agreed with his cciach's assess- us"
Shawn Witherspoon (22) makes a move to the basket
Mom at 9shy si. two Now—
Jarearrisu st 14. Illuney St 13
ment
past Jacksonville State's Courtney Bradley in the first
"(The tone) made us a little •See RACERS Page 7A
half Friday in Nashville, Tenn.

69

e.
64

Cardinals
know what
lies ahead at
No. 2 UConn
LOUISVILLE. Ky. t API
Louisville coach Rick Plum) No
an offer for No. 2 Connecticut
"Why don't we just go i•
Ness York and we'll see you
there Pliant') said with a laugh
the
nforiunately
for
Cardinals t 18- 10 overall. 6-9
Big East). they can't head to the
Big East Tournament at
Madison Square Garden nest
%eel. without first playing diet:
eg u lat

season finale ogittlISt

arguably the nation's hest team.
The ilitlikies (26-2. 13-21 are
plois. fee a shoe of the Rig
East's regular season tide and a
chance to move up to the top
spot in the poll after current N o
1 Duke lost at Florida State on
Weddesday

"1 think Connecticut is a \ cry
easy game.- Plow said, tongue
firmly in cheek "They 're play
mg to he number one in the
country It's senior afternoon
It's on national tele% ision It
should he An easy game
MI See CARDS Page 7A

Warriors roll
Into title game
of Christian
tournament
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DAYTON.
Tenn.
Eastwood Christian Acadme%
eclipsed one of its highest point
totals 01 the season and it couldn't have come at a better time
Friday evening. the WAITIOrs
scored 88 points in defeating
Chattanooga Christian Acadia*
58-75 to advance to the Nasiosal
Christians Schools Tournament
championship game
Erik Ramsey had the hot
hand for l'('-'s drilling 10 A
pointers to pros ide a career hest
AN paints. Ramsey was 11)-of- 11
from beyond the arc and added
10 rebounds in the win.
Jordan Harrell added 23 point
and pulled down I Aboard. while
I ;avid Craig tossed in 16 points
and handed out 14 assists Jon
Craig added seven And Milictl•
Harrell finished with . tour
points
ECA was 20-4-46 from the
field and went 13-of-22 from the
land of three. At the free throw
the Warriors were 9-of-I4
On Thursday, three players.
had double-digit scoring for
Eastwood in a 65-4X win • ,‘
Berean from Orange Park. Ila
that put the ‘Vamors among the
final four of the tournament
David Craig scored 19 points
while Ramsey added IX and
Jordan Harrell contributed 15
Both Craig and Ramsey had
three 3-pointers in their scoring
effrl%
Other %sorer% were Marcus
Harrell with sewn points and
Jon Craig with six
The Warriors led at the end of
each quarter, including a 36-21
halftone margin The shot 24-ofinan the free throw line and
were 17-of-46 from the field.
including 7-of-2I from behind
the an.

SEC TOURNAMENT

Out of the blue
UK Hoops takes a bite out of No. 23 Gators

AP

Kentucky's Sarah Elliott (4) battles for an offensive rebound with Florida's Brittany
Davis (32) and Dallis Eshe(34) during the first half of Southeastern Conference basketball Friday In North Little Rock. Art

NORTH LITTLE ROCK. Ark. IAPi
Samantha Mahoney and Sarah Elliott scored 20
points each Friday as Mated,/ beasfitad front
No. 21 Florida's cold shoaling sod moved into the
semifinals of the SonilliMaaten Conference
Weillen's tournament with aa 11-70 VICIOri over a
Galses.
Kewhicky (21-7) on Saturday will play No. 3
LSU. which losttheW
by 30 is December
Ronda,slid'ern on
Calelys hick her first
SRC Isuillelitailt win Thum* aight,adl to 21-8.
SUM sowed 10 firm-ball poises arad Mahoney
had aim as the Wildcats built a44 14 kid on 54
percent shooting The Gains. meanwhile, hit only
two of their next 17 Rd/go& attempts after holding a 17-16 lead with I)'2/ left.
By the time shots swag Sabine twin. Honda
trailed 44-34. hut the MOO he MD 41
"
14ing
trouble again and. after MAW only I 5-ol 59

shots in the first half, made only 11 -of-36 shots in
the second hor the game. Honda missed 16 of IX
3-point tries
Five minutes after halftime. Mahoney hit a 1 to
give Kentucky a 59-44 lead, but Brittany Davis's
free throw and a Sha Brooks 3-pointer cut the margin to 63-55 with 10 51 left From then on. the
Wildcats had an answer every time the Margin tell
into single digits
Naslassis Mous hit a 3 with 6:23 remaining to
make the lead 72-60 with 6 112 minutes remaining. then added•pair of tree throws as the margin
hit II3411 entering the final minute
Akins finished with 13 points while Jenny
Pfeiffer scored
Jennifer liumphrev had 10
rebounds for the Wildcats
Brooks finished with 22 points. Danielle
Samoa scored 11 and Sarah Lowe scored 10 Inc
Florida. while Das is had 12 rebounds

\I

Sports

%harm Udine & Times

fielmeig. Noah A 211611•7A
It.

Let the 'Madness' begin

11.

College basketball's best week is here entered the season w ith a chiMen.11 pram ins
name with two of the spells 0.1111101telek
the 5-foot-10 guard led Division I in scoring
the last tat) seasons It he had done it again in
200S-4 6. he would have pined Oscar Robertson
and Pete kiwi& as die only players to do it

Sy JIN O'CONNELL
APITi is the week it lienicure college hasket
ball fan waits for mine Meikaily other
ESPhi has named dVlimelpioeship Week - Its
suhUtle could be "he ChM,10 lait Oblkt of the
bubble teams while gel* a kw& at the possifik
first-round upset wires in the %(AA touraa-

1

t1J•

Ot.
LW

r

SO

ESPN and its properties will televise SO inen's
games daring Altannwinship Week.- which rues
March 2-12 Included in that figure are 25 confer.ence champiottig gait. all ot *Inch decide an
autontade be* So Se WAN.field of 65
Fifty of the games will he hroaikast over the
tinal four dass. with the last three - Atlantic
Coast Conference and Big 12 on ESP% and
Southland Conference on FSPN2
on Selection
Sunday
The first of the
thes with a bed at stake were
this Saturdas and all ere scheduled for I-SPN2
the Big South. the At antic Sun and the Ohio
Valley
The entire Big East and Big 12 tournaments are
part of the week. while eight of the AC(' tournament games and foe from the Big Ten are includ-

three straight sessons.
tie save it wile a rim
The only Oven ahead at Clark's 2b.6 avers.'
o(timaadar were Main Marmot* of Gooraga
(211.11) d J.J. itedick of Duke 2a I ). the runaway
chokes for player of the year how irs
Clerk entered the Metro Atlantis Athletic
f'orifereace tournament with 2.96; points, eighth
on the Career scaring list He Just passed (hums
Manning 12.951 L SALI 11,C111 on the list is Robertson
(2.973i.
Clark could become the seventh Do Onion I
player to reach 3.000 points. tinning Pete
Maravich. LSI! 13,6671. fireman Williams.
Peeked State i3.249. Lionel Sininsins. 1.4 Salle
(3.217, AlphOnso Ford, Mississippi Salk s State
(3.I6Sk Harry Kelly. Texas Southern I .iWs6t and
Haney Hawkins. Bratiles 1.00a i

ed
1. ,t

The live conference tournament championships
not on 1-.SPN Are Big 'Ten Conference 1 SA
%steam Valles. Pat Iii and Southeastern rhe
Patriot League is the onls one iii the 4 1 L'Ottici
enees that doesn't hase a tournament

Pad Millsap is really close to conung up with
the first three-season run as the country 's leading
reht)unikr.
The 6-3 foraard horn I twili‘ialla tech grahhed
IN rebounds Tuesdas night against Idaho to
improve his aserage tit 113,just ahead of the 11 1
,ti Kenny Adeleke. a 6-9 senior forward tnini
Hartford

STE CHEM Arydren Clark of Saint Peter's

Griffith went 4-for-4 from
the floor in the final 20 minutes
"I wasn't taking my time at
first on my post nurse.- (inflith
admitted -Coach iCronito _lust
said to pump fake them because
they like to Nock shots I Just

NASHVILLE.. Tenn
1. Robert

API
17

Wenn scored

peel* and Sainford will lase
topareded Muria) stair in the
hash of the(thin' Salle
Conference Tournament alter
simier a 73-66 WWI) over
Temmasee Tech on 1-reclay

This is the rum time SamItied
has ash arv.est to the ()Sit' finals
Joining the league in 2001

since

and it will try to advance to the
N( AA Tournament for the third
time in school history
The Bulldogs i 20-110) split
with top seeded

Murray

State

this %casein
Merritt. the OVC Player of
the Near. grabbed eight rebounds
had three

and

Smith scored

assists

Jen:*

13 points and

Trasis Peterson had 14 points.
515 rebounds and fire

assist.

tor

the Bulldogs
Anthony Fisher hit tour ;
19-121 with 22 points Senior
%Ione Clark had 12 points and
rebounds

I;

IN Racers ...
From Page 6A

Samford
takes a bite
setetTech

pointers and led "Tennessee tech

the onls two Masers aseraging more
than 12 rebounds per game an Iasi/00411
11141, MC

scored
of credit !lieu effort
was tremendou•.'. (..'ronin said
Al wjs not 3 surprise to me that

%LAIC J f ii

thes illased that vs AS nits gum
was a credit to their plasers and
coaches •'

kryon

Kos d

1 ; points and

A madi

eight rebounds.
Samford built a 33-19 hall
•
time lead and led 1i at least
Samford leaned on its strength
arc to go on a 20-5 run
in the first halt to take -a A0_14

from
lead

the

The Bulkiogs hit Ilse 3-

pointers during the stretch, with
two coming from both
and Peterson

from point-blank range in the
lane alter getting a teed from
Hollow
on the baseline
But Bradles 's desperation
pointer from the right wing

Samtord's

matchup

AMC

confounded Tennessee Tech in
-the first half. as the Ckilden
Eagles shot 29 percent and com-

bounced high oft the rim and
into Ort's hands (hi was tiltlkd
with 01•1 14 seconds li:tt and
,caled the s whirs with .1 pan of
111 shots
hase tv gise lacksonsille

Nornor4AL SPORTS scomaisome
Mom, Laser'Seriebell
goring 11•6614,Orme
as The adesallab•Pie*
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mom
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ins Yam
an Frames
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Camaraise
0
San Dago
0
Wastompon

McKeniie added 10 points and

sesen the entire second halt

settled down."
With the Racers ahead 67-64.
the Ciainecocks had a chance to
tie the game Ater Orr missed

7 4

mitted 11 turnos cr.

/4071 DOOtwlio•goirtes cow* nto
siendings who apse* norintoor
lamp* teems do not
Ileibedegre Genre
LA Dodgers vs Ilasmore el Fon
Pb.1kO6

Primuytt vs Anion at Fog Itisers
Pb 1205 pm
Devoe tes)is Giessen, bet at Wes
Hamm,Fla. 1206 p.m
Clemiletid NM vs Onmeole teat at
Fon Omit Fla 1206 p
Onnwelim in vs Tames Sy at Si
Presslaap Fla 12:06 p m
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Diredln Pb 1205 pm
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Barnes won't return as coach next season

LMyS.ft.r
MeiRem max Apo

JACKSON. Miss. tAP) -- Rod Barnes will not
as ataalle11111.1*"h at Ml*si%mfori
nest season
Athletic director Pete Boone said f-rkkic that

was being tired

Barnes will finish this season with the Rehr's, but
wouldn't specits whether the coach resigned or

21

X school spokesman said Banks was traveling
with his team lue its regular .4.`am,i1 finale

it \

LSI! us &Matta% and would fuse no inimedi

ate common.

to ewe s. vow Vow Armco

cameo.• iarnw
NS glob N.•753-51M2
TV, radio
TODAY
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12:30 pest
SPEED-INASCAR. librch Swiss
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mot A
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in. Korea vs Japan Si
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'romp
BOSOM
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o) va WOO-401111reiOnJo• Catrighe
140-046. tor WNW woe" meidisaniare asseleuhe at
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LADY RACER GOLF
scorT NANNEYIsdpei k Tomos
Darnell Hopkins splits a pair of Gamecock defenders in
route to the basket in the first half Friday night at The

LADY RACER
CLASSIC

Gaylord Entertainment Center in Nashville. Tenn

•Cards ...
From Page 6A
And Pilino s right, outside of
the fact the Cardinals are lust 1 It on the road in conference play
and their hest post plaser sophomore center Das id Padgett
is out for the sear with J knee
miury Though the Cardinals
has e played better oser the last
month. winning four °Lawn last
ses en games. Plum)doesn't hold
an) delusions of what it will take
to win at (iampel Pas ihon
"We hate to play a pretty
flawless

game

to come

awa)

with a %it:tors." Plum) said.
Ansthing short of that. and
the Cardinals know they'll hise
the Garden to
it to

to get white hot

at

haw an) hopes

at sinking

the NC A A •fonr1M11111111.
heat
we
don't
"If
Connecticut we'rego* in) hare
to win three in the tournament.
set's similar to what West
Virginia did last sear... Plinio
said
-Me Cardinals hasen•t won
three straight games since
Decemher. and ruse yet to put
together hack-to-hack win, in
conlcreme plas
However, gisen the gauntlet
the young and inexperienced
Cardinals base been forced to
endure — play ng (Onnect win
and No. 3 Villanosa twice
things could he a lot worse
A week ago. Plinio called the
odds of the Cardinals'even mak
mg it to the conference tourna
ment an iffy proposition But a
noushal 67-60 osertime win ore,his
Wednesda
gisen him hope that his young
and mespenenced tan is 16:194
mg hi ties chip the mental tough
ile•• needed to sues isc in one of
MaNUebe

the

tin

nation's toughest confer

ens-es

11111~411111111Pol
lain rocas

MARCH 6 - 7
8:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M.
MILLER GOLF
COURSE

Rs* 100 pm
CST
Gangue
in
Psveron
Storrs
Conn
seem
Mar
Louisville 'ads
33-24
Previous misery
Conneeticui 71.
•
Louievale SS Jan $
21 2006.
•pi
MOM _
a.
ploy
Oh mellow 467-166
acw season overall). Lamas am
Cancun taeo-lis 200' mason. 131312 341h meson overall) Cannes:sew
INGsAbbilebe CGS vs* Jim No*
pley4411111p,00 MO Papaw ans0v0
WHAS .1104110 Mai Pei Nopws
06111401•011K sod Doug Omer- Gm'
Nal Uoillet robe name* WM Joe
WWI/NO& plartrvery avvJ maws
sionnen 11111*011
Prelbab shwas Ilesies
Lawarght tUt4111 west64 Wis NYS F
Jur, Parry 10 1 ebb 6 1
F•
Torrence Willome. 78 opp. 46 mg. C
Wien JOISSIOVI 25 peg 24 rog
Tyson Dean 16 4 ppg 59 sig
on Jenkins 11 pgs 3 mg
Br
ComassIbeit a4.1346 11-Assh Saone
Goy IS 7
'06 pm 71 rpck F.
ppg 6 8 rpg CAM* Ariastronp 9 7
prig 66 rpg 0-Morous Vallems 10
ppg 41 rep D-Dentem Brown 97
000 42 rill;

Come out to Miller Golf
Course this Monday and
Tuesday and watch the
Racers host the following
teams:
E. Kentucky, Tennessee Tech,
Tennessee State, Dayton,
Butler, Cincinnati,
W. Kentucky, St. Louis,
Central Arkansas, and
Missouri!

Not making the conterence
tournament would fuse blunted
the momentum the program
gained Alen- making it to the
Final Four last year.
"You work so had to jet the
program to he a Final Four caliber program and then not to
in
your conference unarm
noel ii any slipping. Pitmo
salt"Resardss6 of how close

Don't miss out on your chance
to see the NEW clubhouse!

we've played searh%. Sot arm
you no medals
harks, who ponied a canerhigh ov blocks in the win over
Marquette said the Cardinals
much this
hare been through
Scar the underclassmen aren't
untk-rclassrnen ins more

1

GO RACERS!

Memo &Adger & limes

KA • Semiley. March 4, Mei

BUSINESS

viertay tads.41111111
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March 15 is deadline for directory inclusion
The deadline
Did ,”ou
is.- His luded al the (Itiunher's lull
inemhership dirct ton inside special
mate ot Murray
Life Magatinc is
Mar. 151 The May
Mile of Murray
Life will include
every Chamber of
* Comnierix meinber
alphabetically and
by business classification along MO
Chamber the usual features
included in the
Chet
magazine This
IN Lisa
lirst-c%er issucdaall
Sattaivihila
he assulahie k,
Asaliatant
Chamber members
Dirador
Chamber of and distrihuted
throughout the yeas
Cornmelos
It, new businesses.
residents and %
Providing an added %en ice to the

sonintunity. inclusive in this quick nilerense guide will also Karst. As another
hi-net it for Chiunhei nicitibership

Cawing Up Amend Tam
III 3rd Anneal Character Comb!
Celebrities, Corns Carnet."%day,9
ant - noon.
•Paducah Intl Ri* was.Wal - Mart
tat Show. Today. 10 ant - 4 p.m
•Paducah Symphony On:hesini,
("Alison VelUf Risers An Center.
Paducah. Tonight. 14 p.m.
•I-isitlisoc. Playhouse in the Park,
thtough Alai 5 and Ma, 9 - 12. call
-59-2199 for tickets.
•Intercollegiate Horse Show. West
KY Expo Center. through Star. 5. 9
J fn.. tree admission.
•Murray Trade l)ay. MCC Park.
Mar. 6. 7 am - noon.
•mum')cis it mus., Association
presents pianist ()riot' Weiss.
Performance Hall of 1Nok Fine Arts
Bldg.. Mar. 7. 7:30 p.m mole Yenta.).
LISA SATTEIRWHITFJChamber
Tim Thurmond Insurance and Investments celebrated a first anniversary as an exclusive Allstate Agency
on Mar. 1. Thurmond others property and cesurgy insurance and their newest product."Your Choice
Auto." Bob Ragland, office financial specialist, cjin help with all areas of financial planning as well
Contact their office at 112 North 12th St. by calling 762-1030.
111 kiliks011 PUR:hav.: Dance

Wendy Parker owner of Envoy Design Studio. specializes in commercial graphic and design. With 15 years experience and a growing number of local clients. Parker conveniently comes to you for consultation Contact her for more information at 227-3460 or visit her web site
at www EnvoyDesignStudio.com

Company. Dessert Cabaret. Mar. 10.
767-0579 for more info.
•IHSA Regionals. West NY Expo
Center. Mar. I I. 9 a.m., free admissloe.
•Red Cross Community First Aid
and Safety. MCC Public Library, Mar.
- 4 p.m.. call 753-1421 for
II. 4
•morc into.
•Paducah 10'1 Raceway. Play
Day. Mar 1 1,12 - 5 p.m.
•-Visual Evidence Exhihniim".
Murray An Guild. 103 North hth St..
Wu 12 - 'Apr 7
III Rural Lasing. Whig's It All
About. Pasture Maaegoetle. Marshall
Co. Extension Office. Mier. 13. 6110 8 p.m.
•AQHA Horse Show. West KY
F.spo Centel. Mar 18 and 19. 9 a.m
•Wee Runs (1illdren's

(onsigninent PUNK; Side. RSE(.. Mar
21 - 25
•WKMS-FM. Murray\ listener
supported public radio sers ice. spring
fundraiser. through Apr. 1
•Always... Patsy Char. Badgett
Playhouse. Grand Riven. through Apr.
14, call 1-888-362-4223 for more info

Upessdpg Mims
Cuttbigailankesss Neer News
•Rolla's Place, The Wholesome
Cate. 615 S 12th St„ SUite F. Mar. 9.
1030 a.m new regiment).
•Ryan's Steaklxiuse, ROI Wal
a,rn .11/2 price
Mart Dr.. Mar i
breakfast for Chamber membersi.
•Rightway Nursery, 3975 Hwy
641 North, Mar. 16. 10 am.(new
business)
•Coldwater BBQ. 3975 Hwy.64)

This week we are discussing
preparation for loading
Windows
NP A
clean
install in
Windows
NP is a
Cr!,

Iraight
as
there Mc
certain
things that
need to he
done to
ensure a
successful upgrade. the same
care is needed with a clean
install
First, check the requirements
for Windows XP A computer
that Just squeaks by on the minimum requirements(512mb ()tram is nice) is not going to
make you happy with XP.
Truthfully. it" a recipe for disaster. XP has many nice features. but they do require a
computer which has the oomph
to power them adequately.
Check the requyements for the
appropnate vcrion using the
links helms
Ehttp://www.microsoft.cont/
indow.‘p/homekv aluationisy
.reto.m.ri
E titp.//www microsott.com/
windows‘piproicsaluation/sysreqs.msps
It your computer meets or
exceeds it really should
ee.11 the minimum require-

The PC
Doctor

G TRAVISOlideor I Tones Pholo
Murray State University students gathered at the Curris Center Wednesday for the 2006
MSU Spring Career Expo. Students were introduced to company representatives from
throughout the surrounding area Jody DeWitt (left) from the Human Resources department at Murray s Briggs & Stratton plant. talks with MSU senior Eric Wilson (center). an
electromechanical engineering major from Ft. Thomas. and Ryan Horstmeyer. a junior
electromechanical engineering maior. from Evansville. Ind.

InBusiness
Charter sells certain systems to Sikeston provider
Connections

I-hat includes Charter systems in Illinois and Kentucky.
which are hi-tug sold to New
Wave Coniiiiiiim.ations
The agreement with(-barter
.uid New Wave is for certain
cable television systems
southern Illinois and westcl
Kentucky The usher agreentent
Involves sygents in Virginia and
Went Virginia throe. Cc'

Wase is based in
New
Sikeston. Mo.. and sets Cs wart(
20.000 customers

Kopperucl Realty's
471.0m/2 Of 31u2 &led

on IIIPIWIUM01

For

bec..01thie

a member tithe Marrat(*lama%
Cowen Chamber of(snmrn

e or

hotting a Chamber event(Immo lab
fink town or lita Satterwhite at 751.

hit of knowledge can he %cry
(aluahle See the am(le linked.
hitp ."support mkt-0501i Loin/de
fault asps 'scid=kh.en
us.Q110
Make sure that the installation CD's for cser!. program
I 41 else Are as adabk as well as
the media that qualities you to
he Jiang a Window. XP installation Once you wipe the droc
ke there is no mask al set
%nuke. that will get your programs and data back, which
hones me to the final point tor
this section Back up your Jai)
test and serif) the backup mu)
y kat
he sure the backup
used will he a% ailabik untie!
Windows XP With the myna,.
tasks completed. it.• onward iii
the actual installation which we
will discuss nest week
Nest week we will he dis
u..ing the loading ot Mindo%.
NI) please send your questions or comments about the
column to the pcdoctor Yi char met net And remember A data
backup J dai. heIrs keep the Pt
Doctor away

WANTED
Pharmacy Technician
General Prescription & 797
experience preferred.
Please send resume t
P.O. Box 1040-E Murray, Ky. 42071
Or email to classifieds@murrayledger.com
attn: Pharmacy Technician

50 or OLDER?
Here's some good news!
Auto • MIMI-1 4 I II 1
!di .4ohmaimal auto Anti h.IMO

Slate

rtsUrallee prOktilltKI

ess

rruaittl• quallit• ni poiot'holder.
nor. twomon, Ine• and enkaMed

Mali

I hal • ,,o‘elJge 101

Contact our afinecy Ia laws man
shout this escitins powerson.

,
3,111

Your beat onsurence
is. good porn

•
%A t

901 Sycamore St Murray

Immaculate 3 bedroom. 2 bath home with beautiful hardwood floors Deck with hot tub overlooking fenced-in
backyard Large eat-in kitchen and dining room with
built-in shelves to display sour treasures, fireplace in
living room. Extra large den with hardwood floors
4.1.17,000 ml'. 127271

270-753-8355

— II \lam

Insurance Center of Murray

friend. sou tan &pod on..
in (mar Prinic of Life.

AUTO'
n0i. can aniann

McNutt Insurance

1505 Johnson Blvd.

Davit! K

Greg Cagle. granite ..itinieriops,,
Stinbtlf)
cciân ii, ti lc
ses--)
('ir.ic %tuna\ -61 It
, ,• ,
,
ig
hair. 11411. L111111111: saik,11, ",si I I osh
Dr.. Susie A. Murray. 767-taxi)

ments the next step is to check
the rest ot the hardware again.;
the Windows XP Hardware
Compatibility List to see if
supported. Its possible. even
likely. that one or more of your
items won't he on the list. That
doesn't mean you have to
replace them or that they wont
work with XP. but it does mean
you should %on the manufacturer site to check for XP dii..ers In some cases the Windows
21E0 dnsers will work not
fine.
The point is. make sure you
base the drisers downlo,kkd
and saved where they will he
available dunng the XP instal
lation. Misers for RAID and
SCSI devices fall into this same
category. Make sure they are
a% adahie at the beginning of
the installation process
If you aren't lannhar with
the differences between FAT32
and NTFS tile systems. now is
the time to rectify that situation
This will he the most important
decision you has t- to make during the installation process so a

k

I.

W.I.Now amber
lisaiers
•mt. .iniir Shop ol Murray.

Preparations for loading Windows XP

Spring Career Expo

sl I ol IS. Alii
('hartcr
Int
( iinummications.
annourked Tuesday the signing
of two separate difinitise agreements to sell certain cable tck%ision systems serving a total 01
approsirnately 549.000 resenuc
generating units. including Alt/
analog side°. 142.000 digital
s ide,. and 91,0110 high-speed
Internet customers. for an aggreate iii approximately S896 mil-

North. 11.0 2 t. 10:45 .1 in (no, 1)s.)
tion)
•The (..'akc Lady, 119 South 4th.
(new location)
Mo. 30. 10:10

1 .7

118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-445i
Weetaide • Court Square

(awe •--41:
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Outdoors

%It RD 41
tittif I,aft

Lake elevation still on the move locally

Our las elevatios as sult
sa
ems sod oil be soil
the ameandiss Walla boar
esdit.
isesuirg water always
seem le help. a it is MUNK
and belay is heti baldish.
We sal have huge clouds of
shad that are
showing in
most every
area of the
lake that we
have been to
remedy
We also
have a lot of
crappie that
are obey
Adam advsseese of
this
bask
Llee
food that is
By Jerry
coming disk
Maupn
The
way.
anglers who
Outdoors
am after the
Columnist
crappie
repon catches of legal-stied
fish up near the 1G-foot tics anon
Some of them ate is 14.
15 and IS feet, ad some are
as deep as 20 ad 25 feet
They seem to be larger crappie and are pmbably the large
adult spawners for the coming
spring season
Most of the waters s% e base
run latch hase been a little
cool since that cold wasc
dropped some snow on us The
areas were also a little slow
to get a bite in Now that we
hate some more rainfall coming trom the south. all species
are responding to lise and arti.
ficial lures
linuidon Boone and I ran a
couple of days and found the
waters south of Blood Riser
to be as much as sit degrees
warmer The reports coming
from the Big Sandy area were
fasorahie But before the big
chill, the crappie were really
hot hack in the hays and creek
channels
Blood River has been producing same excellent crappie
that appear to he 2 mid 3year-old fish. according to their
scales

poses
onaug
rt n
with orm of the bass her
caught during a recent outing on Kentucky Lake.
Most locals know how and
when to fish the Blood Riser
It has seseral channels
AMA
that hold good populations of
all species of fish The spring
is the crappie season The)
move a kit before and while
they arc spawning
Of course. weather plays a
major role in whether anglers
are able to find and catch these
great-eating crappie As the
wall= warm. the crappie begin
lo--fona fiChools of the same
age of fish, or close to it
These are the adults, which
are the spassners that ate able
to conger the species.
Sometimes we can find age
groups that Jitter more than
three years, but not often They
tend to stas in their own age
class until spawn* is coatpitted Then. seale could possihly go out to different mess
and depths to reCtthallth how
the rigors ot sprinlieg.
As the mese species Med
to wheel sepahla SIM 8888h
to stay with their OWN eV insp.
We are hopeful 10 Mut OM
warm weather this March inn
we usually do That will help

caught during
the largest
Kyle • ing roc
a recent tournament outing His largest fish was 8
pounds. 2 ounces Dieting a total catch weighed 18
pounds. 1 ounce
kzei the g,sid ttappre oii the
mote carts
They base already indicated that they want to school
and feed over their old routes
II the fresh shad come into
their area. Anglers who prefer
minnows as ben we catching
crappie. hat I think the jigs
are used tis more anglers
especially dunng the colder
waters
As the lake warms, the shin
er minnows are more litelt
and mare effectite.
The Big Sandy. ('press.
Blood Riser and Jonathan Creek
areas all report good catches
of crappie aim the ridgeigand
ledge. The crappie are especially found in muss whine limie
am matched:5 heushpiles. artificial PVC attractors aid the
popular stadium* plastiC or vinyl
01111gitailas.
IP* have a much greater
pellfallsiimi 01glc:swhocnjos
ceadling adthaisy the crap
pie than we had only a shoo
thlth Op. The new busts and
gadgets aboard duce beats an
help a nem And all the hiding places ad actual depths
of the fish below.

That

of In):•

Wht don't IL5more fish' It hrs to do *ith
the lot at weather 4.-ontlitions
ITIOCC‘o than allythUlf else
The hawilletcr water icin
perature sudden col4 fronts
that change the temperature
wind direr. in. as a front
approat he' and the motements
01 the %MCrs themseltes are
all factors in catthing fish
Rising waters usually trig
ger feeding actititt htmuse
lis% e
the haittish are 111WCedi
with the turrents When 'het
mote the I:WM.1141 pet ie. Are
t apatite of positioning them
%ekes in plat es and areas where
thes tan teed on the hantish
that are begin swept along
This will work with the
crappie until a certain speed
of the cOrient is reached After
it becomes stronger. the crappie won't %tat thew They hate
either eaten their till in the
current is too much to deal
with I hey will get deep behind
a ledge or hank and stay. out
tit the Area
Of All the sears we hate
the lake, this
had JCies•
had been the pattern for the

Michael Lana shows
5-pound sh he caught
on a recent outing with Lodger .6 Times columnist
and fishing raids Jiwry Maupin
crappie 'they are a witlehodt
fish The currents must have
an affect on that w Will. which
s alive% them to oat out of II
when the, tan
Any %tat. we
'lee looktiqr or a good season
for everyone!
You may not he aware that
Murray Stale has an authentic
hiss club hut thet do net
ate becoming some of the finest
toung men around I hate had
the pleasure of tieing their advisor since the club was formed
1.4%t SCA, We run in different
cocks most of the time, but
the fishing puts us in the %AMC
ohe from time to time
These gut• are softie of
Murray Sdue's finest I certainly espy *Si compsey.Out
of then member% won a Liege
iournament in Louisiana last
tall, and he did it in style
Michael Lane won the 20 4

boat touramem. Lyle
woo this mennsamin Sands,
whik Ile dtilt winds En
by the tart He weigh
IM pounds ad I ounce
at haw Its tnirrit h.
Pi pounds. 2
Mania Coodiagiu) sans
second via a boa vigilant
10 pounds.
ounces Lay
Watts had 5 pounds, 2 ewes"
Michael Lane had 5 pounds
eten. and Scott thickworth had
pounds
The other members of tht
club gamed points for tish
the lemma/nem, which will
later in the year The winds
were pens had They seem
to hate the Am% stacked
the hays. The lass tithe Adis
them out really had a g,
day, but we all had fun Pies..
if these nice gUS,
Harp% Fishing'

Time for a little outdoor spring housekeeping
Yes, 1 know the recent warm weather is too good to he true It's pro a
ruse to entice people to plant things
and make outdoor plans
There will he more frosty mornings and probably more snow But
at least it sets the
heart to pumping
and the ideas flowing for outdoorminded folk
Now is the time
to plan for the food
plots that will carry
wildlife into next
winter Most sportsmen only think
I. The
about plots lust
before the opening
Rohl
of the fall seasons.
By Kenny
then scramble to
Da melt
complete
a
Outdoors
makeshift effort.
If you want deer
Columnist
and turkey, or even
quail and rabbits. on your farm or
lease, it is important to hate a yeararound plan
For plots that were planted to Oats
and/or wheat last fall, now is the
time to sow clover. The expensive
stuff with a big deer on the hag IS

[Al

nice, but the results will he Just as it is important to keep the plot 'Hotted
good. You'll come JS4 a) with more to present ..11111ftelll1011 from weeds.
Oile of the most important aspects
money an your pocket by buying in
of food plot management is the eradhulk from a seed dealer.
The hest closer for deer is Ladi- ication and control of fescue Fescue
no. one of the white closers It comes is the scourge of the wildlife world
md sh,iufj he eliminated from ins
in many varieties - all of which
seem to Jo well The recommended of your v.}Wide plots or fields it
rate for Ladino is around two pounds possible
For large tracts consider replacper acre When spring seeding o'er
the top of a cover crop, use four to ing fescue with natite grasses that
wildlife tote Again. %MU pm ate
fite pounds just to he sure
Red closers will work almost as lands biologist can a%%1%t sin in estah
well, and some tend to be a little lishing a stand ot native grass.
To establish a lood plot were fesmore hardy Mix in some Alsike
you wish for more tariett in the cue now grows mow the fescue
plot Don't use nitrogen ternlirer on andior burn the field before it starts
Its green-up as the weather warms
clovers. however.
Clover. like all legumes. makes its Then, when the fescue returns. apply
own nitrogen. Soil PH is important Roundup titer the new, green plants
with legumes. and an application 1,4 at the rate of 2 to 2.5 pints per acre
Wait a few weeks. then re applt Its
lime may he necessart for full growth
Ask your county agent, seed and fer- take out any plants that surs red the
oilier dealer, or the local private initial application
A plot treated in this manlier is
lands biologist for KDEWR for rec
petted for a summer crop of sot
ommendations
A spnng crop of clover is espe- beam. mil°. corn And sunflowers. Or
cially important for attracting and hold- whateser will be beneficial to %twin
ing wild turkeys Turkeys love the wildlife After the %111711114-1
fresh, young closer plants and will mature, the plot can he retreated with
frequent fields where this is avail- Roundup. if necessart. and ranted
able. Once the clover starts to grow, to a winter crop of wheat. ,iats anti

doter in exit tall
By following this plan. you sari hat e
a %utile food source through the %UM
flier while preparing for a teskoe
tree, perennial closer plot in the tears
to conk?
Established closer fields should he
mowed as %Ooll as s it2MOU% growth
begins Winter plots thin were plant
ed to ss he at or OA% ...in be met...ceded as outlined altote. or disked
under in preparation for .1 summer enip
‘n application ot teroliter con
taming nitrogen on winter wheat plots
dunng March will produce an escellent sintree of seed for wildlife Around
the first ot MdS The plots t an then
he allowed to stand through the summer or.:an he replanted to r sum
Met crop
Preparation should also' begin soon
A good held ot
for dote Held,
sunflowers is bard to heat lin doses
Timing is etertthing. howeter Fields
planted Around the first of June will
mature lust in time lin the opening
ol disc season
helds that are planted earlier will
pro% itle a source ot food that will
draw and hold dotes in the weeks
leading up to season hut Also run
the risk ol hating hoards of hungrs

birds depleting the food source and
leaving before season
Staggeorqt sunflower plantings in
two or three stage+ will pros idr both
an eart food source and maturing seed
heads on into the beginning if sc.t
MVO

Turkey season is 14.1 approas'hiit
complt with baiting regulations
Jeer feeders must he mot. in areas
where tou espect to hunt turkets
Again, the hest attractant for wild
turkets is doter which you can tot
seed into' sour hunting area mimeo
TO

rich

ot wild turkets. the Cal
lowat _qt4unts Chapter of the Nation
at
1T Turket Federation will hold
their annual fund-raising banquet
tonight at the National Guard Armory
This is a great banquet that offers
great pore.. food and tun
Be also mindful that the kemecky
hunting licenses espired on the bat
Jas of February To hunt or fish Mier
this dale requires the 20064)7 bow
es so take ad'. image oil whaart,
warm (tos come our was mid
started tin toot] plots that wdl pay
oft throughout the tea, N•.‘1 don
stir'.

llt en•e'

Hunting long over, but time right to think of deer for next season
season when a little legwork
By STEVE VANTREESE
can determine whether the fall
For The Associated Press
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) — of 2006 will produce a trophy
With turkey gobblers. fishing and noises or have the Maki
and other spring pursuits dead ',Fa oily lbe War pew of
ahead. sportsmen are prone to deer permit soup.
Late winier and early spring
overlook one of the More imporf• when deer sign is most eti.
tant deer seasons
Those focused on seeming - dent And it's not yet being
Is more timely activities may obscured ht the new green
miss post-hunt scouting for growth that will spread with
whitetails Its an unofficial warmer days to come

DIVIDEND CHECKS...Tor KY Farm Bureau Customers
During March. approx 4.000 ?Limbos in
Murray-Calloway County will receive ever
2005 Dividend Checks. Thank you for
insuring your homes. autos and farms with
the KY Farrn Bureau Insurance COmpant

Forests.

win.diols.

thickets

and fields that house deer kross
Kentucky now reveal whitetail
activity and make subtle clues
where hunters should seek them
nest season
Trails pounded into the
ground riser last autumn's shed
leases are more easilt seen
now before new VOSS th blurs
them Catch a laic winter snow
for the most glaring picture of

wtst-nstleel ti,issl tII ii,it I.,
and w urn depressions In teases
and sirs ground Alone reseal
much
signposts III
Antler rubs
abraded hark on smaller trees
reseal the past
And shrubs
presence of Nick deer A concentration of nih• suggests r
husk's regular home. his -core
area- where much of his time
is spent

GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher

K.,

'hewed

Mn'. antlers. whit-h are %f,.
Pt'. husks each teat hit the
ground this month

Accepting New Patients
.#1 ui IQ Is I' altIra to

Ear, Nose & Throat

We Service Most Brands

a Wormy

PtIhpIdapper. M.S.

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 foe Moon si • 7S3- 1586

t•..;. •sik tot Mil scrapes.
abler
mostly
ahatidalaid
Nos ember 4W December. dm
held and thicket edges
aim ay s marked ti'. an Mtn
hanging limb that pnihahly
stiovi signs of being racks
with the hocks antler. 4v1

...01‘,11iL.,•

retcal• a
rub line
route ot tratel for one or more
hocks fhe ode ill the tree
rulthed_ that which the buck
laced when he shredded the
hark, shows his direction of
Ira'.el
Scrapes the hoot pawed hare
pots ins the pitons,' used as
scented, breeding season hul
Icon hoards, also reseal husk

- Worms Alb
S. Referral. Rennitrivi -

mt-4s11
%mu,. ky 42071

tf Appoirdnisnt aJ
WO South fhb

`mit.r

NATIONAL

21i • Saturday. Mardi 4. 21196

Murray Ledger & now-

Gettysburg top threatened battlefield
By KIMBERLY NEFUNG
Associated Press Writer
WASHING ION (AP)
Gettysburg ssas the site ot one of
the largest battles fought on
Amencan soil. but today It Is
playing host to a different type
of fight. Whether slot machines
should come to town
A proposal that would bring
gambling a link more than J
from
the
milc
AMA!,
Pennsylvania battlefield propelled ii to the top of a prrsen alion group's list of the 10 most
endangered Civil War batikfields released Tuesday.
Proposed development was
one threat cited tiy the CIS ii War
Preset-% anon 'trust in the naming
of the ,
sites located in
Pennsylvania. Nev Mexico.

Georgia. t• Virginia. Alabama.
Louisiana. Mississippi and
Washington. D.0
"Hallowed ground. where
more than 64101100 Americans
gase their lives. is heing pased
met in hour of shopping nulls,
housing tracts and even gambling casinos." the trust's president. James Lighthuer. said
Tuesday dunng a news oink,
enCe
Hurricanes Ran and Isairina
were blamed tor some of f ,

IC11411 at FOCI Morgan. Ala.. and
two 1041s Olitslailt Nev. Orleans
Sprawl and a lack ot money
have also contributed to Ithail.\ of
the problems at the sites.
Lightturer said
rhe site in Gloneta Pa•s,
N M , is referred to as the
'two)%burg of the West" and IS
Ahem Union forces were able it,
turn back the Confederate invasion of "Seu Mexico The trust
Names ncvlevi and publii. 111.111Icycnce for problems such as the
weakening Of a structure that
sened as a field hospital
fhe other sites are the
Shenandoah Valley. Glendale.
and Wilderness in Virginia. the

Chattahoochee River line in
Georgia: Circle Forts in
Washington.
D C.:
and
Raymond. Miss
The three-day fight at
Gettysburg v•as a ude-tunung
haute in IX(); that sent
Confederate soldiers Into retreat
and left 50,001) casualties It is
also where President Lincoln
delisered
the
Gettysburg
Address warning about the
destruction 01 the nation, anti
asking that the troops who died
there not be forgotten
last year, J group of
ti iii in

jirs

Top 10 most endangered Civil War battlefields
Prearrion Truro IWof Ms 10 most endangered
Civil War belitields.le alphetiellail order
CfriATTAHOOCNEE RIVER LINE(Ga.)— The re stretches Wong
the northern banks of Georgia's Chellehoochee River, and is
where Joillepti E. Johnelon's Conkreseles took up defensive posiNM OW Me bras of Kenner* Mounter,
CIRCLE FORTS(Washington. D.C.) — The clads foils are a ring
of IS lortications seared around Valthinglon, D.C., that we
boa le pooled the!Mon copilot
FORT MORGAN (Ala.) — It vies at this sits that Union Navy
Admiral David Ferric* rearmed 'Damn Ms torpedoes? Full
speed ahead," The Ion where supras were smuggled into the
Confederacy vottistood an IS-day bombardment before it surrendered.
GETTYSBURG (Pa.) — Site of one of the largest and most 00elly
battles ever Sought in the Anterior thst left 50.000 casualties.
GUENDALE(Va.) — Also known as Freyser's Farm. it was the sile
of the MA day of lighting of Its 111112 Seven Days Campaign.
There were out 6.500 troop muslin at the site.
GLORIETA PASS(N.M )— At the pass. Union forces were spa to
turn back the Confederate invasion of New Mexico.
NEW ORLEANS FORTS (La.) — Forts Jackson and St. Phi on
the banks of the Mississippi River 70 miles south of New Odeon*
were able to hold off Union troops for•week in 1862 before Union
gunboats broke through
RAYMOND (Miss.) — The sole was a turning point in Union Gen.
Ulysses S Grants Vicksburg campaign.
SHENANDOAH VALLEY (Va ) — Confederate Gen. Thermal
"Slonewer Jackson won tame in the vanity for his series of victonee in spring 1862
WILDERNESS (Va.) — The first clash between Civil War Gens
Robert E Lee and Grant took place at this silo leaving more than
25.000 troops dead and wounded.
The CAW

Chance Enterprises unseiled
plans to boost economic deselopment by seeking a slotfrom
license
machine
Pennsy Is ania gambling regulators to anchor the proposed
Crossroads (laming Resort and
Spa State regulators are expected to rule sometime later this
seam
The ins estors released a
statement Tuesday accusing the
presers-atiim group of lying
about its proposed plans so it
can raise money

if

Openings For New Clients
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
At returns Ned erectrostiorni
No' accepting corporanons r partnalhins at this Iirn•

AP

Source: Civil War Preservation Trust

elt is amazing how the
Gettysburg Battlefield has gone
from not even being on the
trust's list of 25 most endan-

gered battlefield to the top of the
list overnight. CNCI1 though our
resort has been a subject of
debate and discussion for nearly
a year... said Das id LeVan. the
Insestrnent groups chief execuuse officer, in a statement.
-Clearly, the trust is lining its
coffers." LcVan said.

ORMO
and Building Products

11 your new vsnscie 4 KW due to
an accident an Allstate policy well buy

rear b aro
ODOM,lassida
4 law.• irearai
",,r""""
Commercial• Farm • Reeiclenbai • Post-Frarne Budding Packager 4
An4It)o
0.111.1•11100.0
s

you a new rar Car for oraarks'

Thurmond

•

em

_
194 Keystone Or • alayfield. ICV 420115(Ilehind Save444.49)
Hwy 45 Pi • 1/2 Mule South of Purchase Pkwy

INSURANCE & rAIVESTMEKTS
EXCLUSIVE ALUITATI ASIDECY
,UITE C

ILI

270-752-POW

3E

Locarry ownerI

270-251-2770

(

te

el,

operated • Call Rodney &raring or Paul nes*

Nouns
BIRTHDAY ler
HAPP1
t
iJl.aibiISk
You could be empedicuble and
wild this year. Milk before you
doateMI bit sernel. if you
cuosidsr who ad* be=a
with you. perhaps the in.
w ill disappear. Laugh and relax
more Tune u0 to your feelings
and intuitive side. You might

John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag. Snapper. Ferris
Good thru March 15. 2006

PUSH MOWERS
4*,

Clean Air Filer
Check Fidng
Check & Witt Carburetor
Shorn Made
Maw Oil
New ftarli Plug
Grease & Lubs where needed

All For Only

$4995

f '41

includes
Terry
Staff
Bovara. Steve
Cunningham Derek Keel John MOrOum. John
Knight Marc Manus Mike Barnett. Danny "They
Moore James Hudson Michael Mohler,

do it right
/I
the first time.

Sornrny Tucker and MikP Drughtv

Parker Ford Body Shop
ranked #1 out 01 51 body
shops in the Memphis
district and earned the
prestigious gold
medallion for overall
customer satisfaction
They have earned the
bronze & silver the post

t

11

BORN TODAY
A: to Torn Arnold (19591. bag
' •
Ketbell player Shaquille O'Neal
i1972). French soldier, actor
Cyrano de Bergerac (1619)
•••

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http.//www.jacqualinebigar corn
(c) 2006 by King Features

Syndicate Inc.

1111)
,
NOME IAORTGAGE
CARTAICORROOJJION

All For Only

$3995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

AMERICA'S lARCEST COAST 10 C04.0
NOV. Is INURRIO

Have you been
told "NO" by
others?
.Financing • 1000
No Down Payment
• Refinancing Cash Back To You
• FHA Loans

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Out & Fitter II needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Betts & Pulleys
Check & Adpust Carbur

• Loans Customized To
Fit Your Ufe & Budget
Lertams reetepotone soppy

All For Only

$10995
200 Pr

rs .

P1,1

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Toil f rm. Stib

ZERO TURN

es

Left Mike Barnett

. seven ck.:,
trip Right. Marc Marius earned a
end stay at the Opfyland Hotel.

24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE -

753-0133

Change 011 & Filler S needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check eallery
Check Ns Pressure
Caw Sir Fir
Sheren Sleds
Cheek Sells & Preys
Chad'& Meg Cesburelor
Cheek MI

All For Only

3314995

Mt ViLL,f,Y

791 Main St. • Murray •(270) 753-5273• tA•ww.parkerford.coM
•

by Steven
Wm" .fitersom,
• Drapery •

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

111111111111
Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
dItIonel Comte

Parker Ford I
Lincoln-Mercury

%./4.•rti

SO*MO

Check Firing

Alaska

two years

Check Firing
Check & Adiust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil Grease & Lubi
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filler

VIRGO(

*** Tak.dlotge and be waling

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS

Ranked #1
and took
home the
gold!

cumetances. You cooed be
depleted by an awrnoiMis or peit.
near Know when enough *
enough Think of brew almaewes Tonight Where the adit

to proceed efnelly. Your
Issted. and you
sidersbity
might wonder when to or a twit
want to be more family - or socu
to a dark sluelion. You could
ray -oriented If you are single. a be dieeiving. yourself about a
permute! matter Tonight: Out
ICIJI1011ship Might JCS Clop
though your mood swing'. really and about.
nen t helpful You might need to LIBRA tart 211143a. 22)
out and meet
get to know yourself again *** Reach
someone you care about
before you get to know someone
I allway. Your perspecbve can
else. If you ale attached, you
Moor a of of creativity and
need downtime together Think internist Biwnwie new poss
unless
of your sweetie as an ally,
ties with en eye to change.
you want trouble GEMINI can Check out a work opportunity.
he pushy
Tonight: UMW to what is being
shared.
The Stars Show the Kind at SCORPIO(Ool.21141ev. 21)
Day Yearn Haw: 5-Dynamic: etre* Work allh salmons. and
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: youl get results. Alfierept lo be
more independent. LkIllaperiad
I -Difficult
deverpments hake you in•new
direction. YOur instincts he you
ARIES(March 21-Apill 1110
**** You bases If lo art dellerm011 Whet AI ImPortant or
The big question is: VMI oilers Whit* per ID IRlow Tonight
listen or ern hear you? II might Our* time with a friend or
lake more then'err to drew lie loved one
allsrilion and respect you went SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee.
Think in terms of irking an 21)
impiession. bypassing mothers •er *et* You might want 10
merit filters. Tonight Friends WO* through a problem and get
past an immediate hassle_ The
laminae your path.
problem that remains is the
TAURUS(Aril la-May 201
*** Freres all remain a Ortpredictability of someone, permapor focus. end will need to haps a family member Use your
remain so through March 25 instincts with someone elle.
You can coure on•mieleke hip- Tonight Out and about Go to a
petting tank Doublocheck and spot with music
check rein. Your smile goes a CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
tong way. Use your charms *** You could be inordinately
Tonight Make sure your budget focused. though events. people
and conversations try to distract
works
you You could be starer by
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others might not get the what someone says Your MO*
basic message that you would to see a moneyrrimieng venture
like them to hear. Some of you is enhanced. Melee Mut you
might feel as if you are hitting want happen. Tonight Get some
your head against a brick wall exercise in order to mellow out
You need to think through a AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Your
creativity
boss's attitude It isn't coming *****
from nowhere Tonight As you enhances whatever you do
Somehow, you might went to
like
give up the wader* and the
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*a Take your time making a tned-and-eue. There could be
decision. You could be surprised financial reneges it you don't
more self-aware
by the OUI0Onne Review a per- become
sonal marker with an eye to Intuition works Tonight: Act as it
change and greater potential. there is no tomorrow
Right now, an ASSOCA•19 has a PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
The basics as well as a
stunning idea. Whether it will
work is another issue. Tonight personlii matter, could be sewing you dawn. You owed revolt
Tell it like it is
or do seneeleng unexpected.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Focus on the group and causing others to aCup. Be
its needs in general But don't more in touch with your leeingb
dismiss your own, which you so that this wild Ad C09001111111
leas necessary Tonight Heed
could easily do in the present or
home.

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:

_Asingratulati
parto
Parker Fordt. ••4,
body Shop Stan!

Nv Nomellal

WWW.murrayhomeandauto.com
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-51:10 Chestnut St
753-2571
Murray
Sat. 7:30-1:00

Rod,

• Custom Betiding

• U. phi:Amery • Accessories
• Design Service
•Custom Blinds Available
Any-(Wenn.,.ILwr Than I,itt
Falonc.. boasseinse Saoto

15% OFF
I hiI door
Vciereur11111111..“11
of %iarrh!
CALI POO APINMITINell

270-753-6361
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Mr_ atstop by Our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30
MIS
111111111r—
ane

Going on
Vacation?

Noe.
Murray Calloway 'Daunt Authority
Process for the Procurement of Architectural Services
. The following advertisement will be placed one tame in The
Murray Ledger and nines and Paducah Skin Murray
Calloway Transit Authority I MCTA)Notice of Request fur
Qualifications for Architectural Services
MCTA hereby invites firms to submit a statement of qualifications that will be evaluated in seindin a firm to prepare
plane far the project complete dee 411111101truction of•11.000 sq
het naniniatrative office and LOOS eig hit inteteenne
The following nritneta will be usedQua lit-wattage
\htlityof,.reimassal personnel
emperiener
Past toaallt
Pestanemase ____an
Willingness la met time & budget requirements
Location
Warideed

20 /bunts
20
20
10
10
10
10

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following jab opportunity:

Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

Don't Steep
POSITION:

mANTENANCE WORKER I

Oserview of Duties

Installs new WW1' And •A...ICA Atte 1%1111
lines and repairs existing Imes Assisi. in
the repair of lift Arnim and malimies
needed Mum be rele to work to adverse
weather coalitions, COL license preferred

Department

Menne,. PuNti: Worts - Waterilhassev.;act
s sium

Salary and Benefits

Salary. $14 71 per hour dgagggligg_gm
itiiiMAIISSEISIBIE Plus benefits

s that time of yam, and
swat ybody wants to OW
out of the.1souse But
bettors you go, lust 'natio
o simple phone call and
ask for "Vocation Pok That way you wont
miss a singlet thing

Job appkcalioss and full job descriptions tor the also% c listed position
arc a.aibbie al the City Clerk's office Iucaic,i in city Hall at 104 N
5th Street. Itway. Kentucky 42071 It you have questions concerning
this position. please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330 cif
101 Application:* can he obtained online at vasis_murratoks.gps.. and
, KY 42071.
then mailed to 104 N 5th Street, mum)

Questions may be directed to Blame Hansen MCTA Executive
Director at 270-753-9725.

Ikridline for accepting applications - 541 win.
Thursda,. March 9. 2N6

1 The Executive Director will evaluate the qualifications submitted by interested firms.

"Vacation Pak."

j MI Int Al do"T
ED(;ER4011
MES
1001 Whitetail Ave., Murray. KY

wad

Drug screening will be required ot suciessful appbcant
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer

2. Bawd on the criteria contained in the ad. the Selection
Committee will evaluate each firm and rank them accordingly

4-The Board will then contact the highest-ranked firm and
attempt ta) negotiate a contract
5.1f the selection Board is until& to negotiate a contract with
the high.--'r firm. then negotiations will be terminated and
neciithit. *sill be initiated with the next firm in the ranking Uhl- procedure will continue until an agreement is
reached or the list of ranked firms is exhausted in which case
the process will be reevaluated and another request for qualifi(-atoms will be issued
hi In the event that only one firm submits qualifications Sr
effort will he made to reach an agreement with that firm It
this effort is unsuccessful, then Murray Calloway Transit
Authority will reevaluate the process and issue another
request for Qualifications.

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray Street Department will
receive sealed bids far one Throe Wheel
Broom Street Sanasprr with RA Conveyor
and Elevating Front Dump flapper. Seabed. are to be marked: Swasper" and
delivered to the Ply Meta rate h%
'
p m keel doe en Illainseilay, Mar‘r
200ri Spec-Andes* Idel available at the
City Clerk's office located at 104 N 5th St.
Murray. KY 42071. The Mayor and City
Council reserves the right to reject any or
bide.

Happs Birtlida‘

a

Reicite

"`"PP&
'a
soth,

Cirttiy Croute.
ulo • time • usincss • oat
Motorcycle • Mobile Home
Coll
\11 kl\\I 1 IVO K \\1 I
ttb,10

l I J••,

"Your Hometown Insurance Source'.
104 N. 4th Si
753-3500
Large enough to handle your
insurance needs. small enough to care

JUST give us a calk
we be glad le help.
Your loved one well
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Fasillisned
Friends Hare el the
Ledger it Throes

Call 753-1916

AREA rionsurant chain
has job opening for
Service Tech Must be
licensed in HVAC
with
Experience
restaurant equipment
Elsnotits
helpful
offered with experience Pay up to $15
per hour Applications
lo P0 Box 7909,
Paducah KY 42002
AVON help needed
Only $10 to start your
own Avon business
1 -877-420-6567

42071

THE Fish Truck Thurs
3/1 Cadiz Southern
9 15-9 45.
Stales
Southern
Murray
Stales 1030-11 15,
WNW Co Co-Op
11:46-1210
11100-335-2077

Start

Murray

t eerier & Tt,neoi

FAMILY SERVICES COORDINATOR
Degree in Social Work or related field
and supervisory experience required
experience
desired
Head
Start
Responsibilities include identifying eligible children and families for enrollment. and planning, coordinating, and
implementing parent involvement.
health, and social services in an eightcounty service area Responsible to the
Head Start Director

All applications must be received by
March 21,2006
An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Calloway County Public
Library is accepting applications
for the full time position of library
assistant.

Mia job requires that the person
repeatedly move books as heavy as
ten pounds from floor height he
shelves almost seven feet high.

Experience in customer mode* is a
plus. Previous library emporium,a
plus
but
not
normsaary.
Applications and written test astaid
be filled out in the library.
Apply in person at' the Pohl**
Library. 710 Main. Murray.
WM*
dissimirissie

Et.

Hiring daytinw
cook and servers
Apply in person
Mon.-Fn. at 616 N.
12th Street. Murray.
No phone calls
FUU. OP PART tine
'looniest:mg Murray
oleza HAW Apply on
oerson al*6-00PM

YOU
NEED
DO
MONO'
,
Join the Cl Daub
Company.
AVON
Set your wan hews
earning urdbMail.
Oran alma
United erne only ern
for FREE from 2/283006 Cal
270-761-3879 or
-811657044911

ACCOUNTING CLERK
.its.-elkni opportunity tor a full time -Full
Charge' s‘L-ounting ckrk to sun j gniu mg
company !nibs idual volt need to he
knowledgeabk of All Aspects of VP and
A/R. Knott kdge of Id and word is
required. Must hate problem sok in skills
and Kaunas to detail. Send resumes to:
DCG -at PO. Box V14 Murra
42071or email to hrttricw.i.1 iom

-Liking applications
for all positions. Da.%
in
&
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th. Mums).
No phone calls.
111110111•1011

This is a year-round position.
Duties include checking books ia
and out, shelving books and MOWrials, and alphabetizing hooks as
shelves.

BAG out and arafarnbly
person nomad Mon-Fn
No
7AM-3 30PM
work
weekend
Competitive pay and
benefits
DEPENDABLE wart
cosalami
Amity m parson at sal and kitchen help
Boone Cleaners. 605 tor Cypress Sponge
Mon St
Resort
Call
tor
4...appointment
270-436-5498

Inns
DUE to lick of paillanla.
CallOway 581T must
close IS deers April
44h. Pawn may
riamen swords and
get referrals to other
physicians at PO Boa
Mummy. KY
1477
42071 or nparson at300 S 811iSt Suits
507E. Murray. K

The Murray Board of Education Head
Start, in partnership with II school
districts in western Kentucky. is eiliekillg
qualified applicants for the INSIMIllip
position.

Interested persons may request an
application from the Murray Head Start
office by calling12701 753-6031
Mime Fail

VVien datives.
-Voccotoo Polo
where you fakir ,

POSMON ADVERTISED IS FOR R'LL TIME EMPI OYMENT
('its of Moral benefit pai.kage trochaic's health triturate. e 1st(
atsurallee. slate retirement plan. ellness plan me‘ I teJi anon,
personal do% t

qualifications will be reviewed by the Murray Calloway
Ft arutit Authority Beard of Dhipinees. which will rirroiset a con
tet e nee with the highest-ranking hem. Quelidealall1111 sbould be
....fit to Murray Calloway Tranidt Anther*.Attention Name
Hansen.607 Poplar St Suite B. Murray. Kentucky 49071 no
later than 4:00 PM on April 3. 2006 t30 days).

3.The Executive Director will then contact the highest-ranked
firm to Scheduk a presentation time for the Board of Directors

Whew you come bock
coach up on Gorfwaid
your. city council lenists
to the oclitor
obituaries and odocoicits

DRIVERS with COL
needed, Are you a
relied truck dnver or
looking tor a few
months of wort driving
localiff W.'Med fleesonol dr1vers of any
age with current WU
Cal or apply at Amster
Clark 437-4000
EMERALD Transport
a Wool and Wag detame carrier loading
tanks.
pneumatic
dunce. and tankers.
taking applosions tor
drivers You can apply
at 100 Flecyceng Diva
Pads. TN between
7Alla and 5. 580467-0639

FOSTER
parents
needed Earn S35.day
by opening your home
to a chid m need Call
NECCO at
988-306-3226
Full am* pre-school
*WNW needed iVould
prefer to have someone with experience
but not necessary
Please send a resume
to 109 South 1311'
Street Murray
HEAVY
Equipment
Operator Very omensnood in construction
ads Doan. badchos
eseavalor. tull time
sorgloyss. 2-5 years
oxparlonce. Murray
Kentucky some blue
pnnt knowledge Eager
depended, person
veto desires to work on
setablehed grow
ing company ceoduong
NO quality work
270-293-2694
LAVIN
caretandacepe Very
experienced on landscapsilman cam trade
Operate tractortied•
oornmemal lawn mowers, ate* to tnm
shrubenrsois. install
retiring wellirdwits
2-5 yews experience,
/Surrey. Kenturicy.
lima employes Eager
dependable person
also desires to wort in
a.seldillehed grow
oorropsny producwdll Nth Willi nett
270-293-291M

ttsanissalosaned_We are looking
for Me bast
TAKING applicallons
for cooks. ewers
Must hors impoxsow
aild lab ampselance
Addila at Rudoes on Ms
seam 104 S Soh St
No phone calla
TERMINAL Manager
weried Flatbed truckles company Camel
environment
wait
Mil have tucking
Mellitenos and comfit*" knoiitsdp Must
Moons to Clenasee
TM an ben still6 100
COW Sslary based on
Fax
expersena
resume to 270-3954540 mum inducts pm
roc
mous salines
phone calls
Dnvcri • CDLA

Stye, o

"al*
0. we

VAViry•ir

111.011111,

Oh

•

a

tC

1

,
0004400000 0110141100,
11/011,100

CLEAN
houses
weft apes etc
436-2745
CLEANING haulms it
Ca*
my business
Londe H 750-9553
HOW descana looting
br chidebn CSI 4IOPy SOO
Daytime hours
753-7031
THE Chrt Doves
LW us get Me clin out
No job too mg* or too
small Well awl your
house sinc & anlin
Melissa AVMS
4.36-63311

COMPUTERS
A. Oersted Technician
Service roars
71111.31MMI

Important.
Wel ges we there

Foam in Dieadan
TN SWFNSS
scheihile. ,-b..4d,
Cats provided MN
spplicants sitscome
Co.llein Kai t 311-3091
allitarna•
anduracaro corn
owe anduracaro own

BABYSITTE needed
afternoon shit at our
halite 4924455

Ham Tim ia

IA ER1
NEEKL
1411.

cwc

WV.%

.ttl••11y.41,11...•
t

NUIMERITEX Displays
has an nvisedlare pob
opening for Sales
R•pr•santatiy•
Competitive pay with
sales bonus plan and
omen package Sand
resumes by mei only to
PO Bea SIB Murray.
KY
42071 ATTN
murrain Resources No
phone calls or welk-ons
PLUMBER
positron
10101111yavails's*
manonastee phonier
Fax resume to 270924-2148 or
mail
resume
to
3S3
Maintenance
Rd.
Golden Pond, KY
412211
Cortipelleve
pay and tonallb.
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month manapr
ninon $3000 month
Company
train Cal
M-F gany-ipm only'
1 -1100-578-41799
SEEKING experienced
cabiadata ischnecon
tor West-TN/SW-KY
areas
Must have
clan
dependants
truck & dew driving
record Cal 731452ONO ler iniendlon

SPORTABLE
WE LOVE POSITIVE
SCOREBOARDS is
ATTITUDES'
oftenng tut tone
aratoyment in a con- S PORTABLE
trolled tam 'linos
ICORIMBOARDS nas
priori m the inenutsc- posibons evadebte for
luring posemn you via career minded ondevedu
work,Wi•IOWA smition- ateaan supanor peoram to bad high WM ple oldni a..e aim
Products Dunes may mum of Me mars Wm
evade one or more or eminence As•Seim
the following mew
Associate you se be
anceor none nacre acoilingadi new and
lion and surassembly, none customers on=
application at powder timelly by telephone
COW. Mscbonic sub and Internet born our
aarrablaAsbocalion_ lain* Moe
Ind product - •e and
y mellection
It you Ni twhesl conAMIN to saaddillimins bison enjoy ste•eluelg
anil work nalaaillsas a Wel maw haw outrisquitint Alloallan to standing phone Mils
MN and only a a and tient a anuering
nue
career, *me apply
Previous farming Ma We caw amillent
aisterisnce or PC with a bonus inceneva
engsnancs andror sot- Owl and •=ripsaw
:tering a a plus N you benefit package
taw to be P.101 an
Email resume to
oniony leading cam
pony thel oases a mm- carat's'score
Wale boardl corn or comPrldwrisive
package competitive dela We mina applisang wages and the cation at hap "wow
opportunity
tor boar-cal corn employadvancement
send ment
yaw resume by await
ID: 20111111111211B111k
OBBIRLIIIIIL-0 IN*

/4011479-5074

AKTIOUNS Cal Limy
753-31133
WirKink ars
Pucks tractors and
meal boats 438-5236
CASI4 peed tor
good used guns
Benson Swing
Goods 519 S tah
Murray
0000 mad rallitgasators sklotrie mops.
get halm an assoll•
honors
basallaaal
heasses Used enee
753-4108

CLASSIFIEDS

4141Natur(Jai %larch 4. MR

RILEY S USED FURNITURE
Mon Fri 9 5 Sat 92

Pao Pisani
flaIt
1.700.
riNeilitelkoe Wool tot
*sea High talk loraiion wit novel Cl
WAWA on Hwy 641
New confer Aisseedla
new
Ramensble
rates Cmiad Jell
Spares al 710141M7 or
759-9974

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Fzt. 283
(meow leo Beiroos
Coeval Neat sedA
rtalla
AiNetInne APPlidagq.

TRAILER kir 11111 Onnloon Phone 753-5451
or 753-3082
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
Ankles
For Sets
2 Prom Ogees.
1 is
ein 6 new
1 HerYs We 10
Phone 753-7777

26 tool 3 ads loilbsd
Iredif $2,000 MO
Cal 753-4311 allet 7
PM.

55 inch HD TV $700
(270)705-0841

FIREWOOD
rernovei
(270)627-8368

CINDERELLA
prom
ammo" 1 size 4 yellow, 1 Sea 8 blue $150
*ace 270-492-8614

DOW

PLAYSTAT1011 1 & 2
GAMES Now soiclarecled at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection. Great
Pnces' 753-0530
POOL table $37500
Heart kg bass queer &
amp */case $17500
Acousec guitar $6000
Day 759-1019 After
5 00p m 767-9828

Onike

Hours
- 12 p.as..th
1 p.m. la 4 p.o.

free

313R $196 753-6012
LARGE 2-01. 2-bath,
$20500 753-6012
MOM E home rigs
680 Cl MuITM on Private lot Call Linzy
Beene 436-2582
NICE 28S No Pets
753-9066

LOTS for rent
753-9866

mimes,

drums
amps sticks. pedal
effects
colisolors'
records
Peddler's
Mar Booth 124

COMPLETELY set vb
1,2 we $10500
753-6012

1,600 Sq Ft., 841 N
next to Rolling
Nursery Mice, Retai.
Ew 750-1333
2,822 sq ft office or
retail 1308 N 12th
753-2905 or 293-14180
Fir ilaW

Neese For his

1 BR 1 you old, no
pets $300
deposit (205)361-4763
(334)419-8088
1 OR 2br Ards near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200inx)
2003 Fleetwood 28452
753-4109
SIZE 8 prom dress. teal 3BR 284 like new
1,2 3 apts 753-1252
must
sell
or
nint
437sequins
at
top
blue.
or 753-0806
or
753-3541(d)
4896(n)
layered ruffle bottom
1.2 & 3111% apts. avail$250 293-7093
313R mobile home and able Please cell
753-8221
WHITE satin wedding KC $12750 753-6012
dress
w
criPPed '93 14x70 Clayton 28R •IBR 1 bath washer &
sleeves size 16 $203
28A stove dishwash- dryer $335
270-753-6909 er microwave Must .21311 1 Bath MN. id
Call
after 5P11•4
applences. w/d. $425
move 492-8192
•1BR I bath, with
93 Southern 16x70 study. rod, $350
28R
284, CAVA. 753-7559
deck cement front
FISHER & Paykei gas porch and walks. car- IBA unfurnished Vanwent wilh applienoss
cooktop 36 inch 5 port. appliances. viicl
Utilise PIM cable kw'
burner new never
144c Must see*
noshed No pets Lease
installed $700 Call 436-5306
New
and dePollff required
753-4311 after 7PM
Providence area
$300/no 761-2743
211X70 3 Bedroom 2 1BR. 411-1r2 S Oh St .
%lath with glamour bath $2504no • sec
USED
kitchen
huge
&
474-2520
APPLIANCES
$22 9901
1BR. all appliances
Ward-Elkins
731-584-9430
Oaks Apts starting at
y
on the ague
JUST
arnved!! 3 $275 Coleman RE
7534713
Bedroom
Salt 750-4118
2
YMYUIffiniili•
!rt._ ifin-saft apa_rtments
WASHER and dryer 314.99911
Ask about move in tree
731-584-9429
$150
tor
both
days Coleman RE
(270)705-0641
JUST will 4 Bedroom 2 759-4118
Bath. payments as low 2811 2 bath duplex
Garage CHA large
as $19999" we c
rooms Coleman RE
731-584-4926
7534898
MATTRESS sets on
LARGE selection of
Carraway
sale,
quality built. energy 2811. 1 bath duplex
Furniture 753-1502
efficient homes et an $4254no • ON:toad. no
affordable pnce Come pet* 436-5685
SOLID
Oak
21111. contra gas hest
by and see why we
E ntertainment center
were voted the best central err $275 and
$150 00
manufactured home Op. SOTO with new car(2701929-2237
dealer in the voting pet Coleman RE
759-4118
area
Downsizing, Oak table
Arrowhead
Home 21311. some utilities
4 chairs 2 barstools
Sakes Inc 2003 East paid, 5270mo No
large desk. creden
Wood St Paris, TN
pets 767-9037
za. dining set table 6
38242 1731)641-6900
Chars china cabinet
3811. 2 Bath Duplex
1-877-754-6900
church pew, loveseat
with
office.
$700
occasmonel chair. smell 2006 CLOSE OUTS month Call 227-0375
table & 4 dog.lovely
Singiewides
and
D
- UPLEX Lynn Grove
wood gem Wee. 4
Doubiewides
Buy on 94W Large. all new.
arm cheers 438-5224
today
and
save 28R 1 5 bath, garage
$1 000s WE OWN all appliances. CM/A.
THE BANK Call today water, sewer. and trash
& Cog
at 731442443a
pick-up furnished. $675
rvic 435-4273 or
TAKE YOUR SICK COMPLETE lawn serv2937404
Need
5
Bedrooms
and
ice with van trailer, and
4 CO Southwood contop of the an* late 3 Baths or how about
Rent.
Bedrooms
and
2 dominiums.
model Kubota equip
WOO. 767-9946
Baths/ Both pnced
ment Priced to sell
the 550's Call
SMALL 18R no Plffs
293-5774 or 436-5774
water paid 751 um
731442-6430 today"
ask tor Jr
PREPAID Dish network
satellite cards
No
credo check no commitment AT 60 or Dan
Latrno $30 mo For
mcee info 759-0901

COMMERCIAL bulking ior foot NO walk
awe Learned at 500 NW st For M010 Mb
cal 759-0901

llamaFa law
WV/FLEX Ultimate
Doss a all Seine as
new. Paid 82.100. Joshing $1.500 080. 7679586 iviale
ms
M or
leave

SINGLE AND DOU
Bring
BLEWIDES
your deed That s all
you need New Used
and RepoX - Call today
at 7314424447.

ai
,

je
ci....-•
lOOPRIP

Aar

Orin

COMMERCIAL.or
750 up to 3000.0.
C./13M.
realMailia.
plenty 01 POWS
excellent locallon new
judicial building 404 N
401 St COMPlem
750-3772

FORREST
View
Apologias 1213 N
160 K.now acaspeng
applications tar: 1 br
apt basic rent $345/
2
month
BR
Townhouse basic rent
$37500 Car 7531970 Leave Message

THE
Weeks
Community Center Pies
specie evaders to rent
Re a community seretee agency N is located
on Me first floor and
Pew 1.750 gem feet
interested, Ogee
cell 753-0029 and
speak wan Eric or Ten

FURNISHED
apartment, 1
bedr$8et.
kitchen, living roans
cornbinabon,
large
bath 787-4562 We
welcome students.
LIKE new t yew old
bedroom. IA IMPanon Brooklyn Drive
Call 270-436-4382
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2811 $34000
3811 $425.00
$100 deposit special
tor quarried applicants
Office hours 6-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for &Moirament
7134221

•

-

TNE

CLASSIFIEDS

ea,.• •••••••
. .
•

**CASH C-

CLICK

They're OUr

on-line

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroOm ROW
We accept Sedan
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apia
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 7511411184
Equal Howing
°moral*
TDO s1410041111-6056

For details

HAY' Rye will wheel
My fat cows ale this ell
wing, they psi Noe le
Great hay I iust have a
little extra While it
lasts $20/roll
270-436-2424

RED Sib APTS.
%MIN
SI00 DePxot
1BR From $280
2811 From $325
Call UMW
711341101.

REGISTERED Angus 2
old
Bull
year
* 1 4 5 3 7 6 9 5
FainsiMifioad Sweet
dloosellion
EPDs
.218W & •74 YW
Come to look but bring
your trailer He's ready'
$1,450 270-436-2424

VERY nice 1BR 184.
C/GtH/A. All appliances. 1 year Mass, 1
month deposit
No
pets 753-2905
VERY Moe ISA wah
washer and dryer and
Omit
dishwasher
neighbort000. no Piles
$475 plus deposit
753-0919. 293-1669

Mika kb

SALE

1811, use of common
areas Utilities burnished Near MSU
Coleman RE
753-9998

16R IBA Hardwood
appliances
floors,
included Ready to
move in Just out of
Murray in Hardin $350
a month Ow deposit
787-0508
2911 1 BA,CAVA. near
MSU recerilly ronodMod. no pets, deposit
required
270-227-2704
2811. 10A with carport
415
South
10th
S.395/mo 435-4602 or
293-3710
2811 18A $355 per
month 978-0742

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units evadable
753-2905 Of 753- 7536

15265 E. West
68E, Hardin,
KY just west
of Baits n'
Bullets
Sat-Sun

YARD SALE
x24 ('yperiff. Rd
Hwy 1215,
past !Sew Concord
& Salford'',
Tonia I% '•, ...-ornputet

dsf ling equip rahtnt
CA, •hi* gun. g". Ai an
,,,,o,gen Lan\ 1444
Nissan Altoona.
Wesehold isms a
nach won

Haley Professional
Appraising
lor what ors worth*
(270)75e-4218
TWO story bnck apartment budding
two-8R units Excent
,ncom•-producer
5125.000
270-7534109. 270-227-1545

KENTUCKrS Largest
Lakesi
LAST
CHANCE'
Dockable waterfront
from $79900 Final
phase
in
premier
waterfront cornrnuntly
incredible
views'
Pnvocy' Ideal location'
Call owner
(270)924-4328

•O
• •1•••;.
ra•...

/re •'•

ar,

This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

12 wooded acres.
Owner says eel Cal
tor tour Red MO
Really (270)9244112
30 odes wan Cl Lynn
Grove/Kelso
Road
54.0001acre
270-382-2506

BY
owner
1610
Sunset Dr The street
has a grass boulevard
Close to /ASU and clef
schools 1.940sq +
attached =Part 38/1.
IBA nice polio, longue
and groove wood beg
windows, french doors.
tile floor. CAVA New
carpel. futures. Dan,
root, insulation
eventingit the house
looks age Pnce
redMod he: $120.000
JUNO TiOgg:
I-2704104M

411 Size Unit
Avai
*Novi

/MOP

$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)

GREAT Pyrenees Pi/Poets 8 weeks old
Working parents on
property $50 each
437-4714 or 293-6359

NEON BEACH!
MINI-STORA

g.
11011M.•

11111111FOIATV
OPf1.01.40

RANCH Style House &
105 SCOW. t ade from
SW school. 3 bedMess. 2 Pa baths.
MHO MOM ahem 4
MR home been. 22x40
willImmot
shad
&224.1100. Shown by
appoinent 753-9212.
753-3992

BY
owner:
1700
College Farm Rd..
Murray 4811 38A,
large kitchen, great
room Comer lot, excellocation, city
lent
schools 270-293-4500
HARDIN, Kentucky 3
bedroom. 1.1/2 bath
utility. living & dining
room. centre) air &
heat, carport, vinyt siding, unattached garage
with vinyl siding Price
142.500. Call 437-4714
or 293-6359

3BA

NEW
4811.
Murray Esielia.2 Reyiity rooms, hardwood
floors. granite Ile. carps'. 3 car page Lots
of extras tor Its money
Great inioW753-3086
293-9747
PERFECT 3/2 hag in
good county neighborhood Landscaped and
decorated to de$19h4
Appliances
senses
drapes arid yard equipment includeCI Move in
and
WW1'
Pre595.000
appraised
For sale by owner,
270-227-5609
THREE BR brick oak
floors masonry fireplace, central arriheat
optional furniture &
appliances
large
wooded lot Selling as
is to settle estate
Upper
570,000
Requires 15% down
30
day
closing
Location 313 S 151h
Si Call 753-3572
TWO bedroom, 1 bath
in Hazel, Centre hest
& Or vinyl trim and
new windows Priced to
eel. Car 753-7952
after 5P m
com
B0
yout
WWWKYLAKEFS•
See area homes t
i;
sake by owner or
property
767-0591 for unto

1904 Chevy exl cab
Z71 4WD Excellent
condition in and out
Asking 10.500
759-2130
1985 S-10 Pram"
$1,800 Call 978-0391
WWI
2004
Coachman
Camper
33' tow
behind Ode out. newer
used Cal 753-0033
Coachmen
2000
Mosorhorne. 31' Class
C 34.000 miles. Ford
450, VtO
no awning,
nolungsideout,
no
pets. excellent shave
270 7
539,500
5039 or 270-976- 135,'

I inailt-ii. Kan..
4,1.41..811 hattiniNr:ill ins(il.
-riled mar hum),

tahdompe 44ataal 414alim
.04.141•111•461 LaNdamape
thwilima
immi
=
Rai
1.14411446 Slowal

C-41-tiallereilkon and

assusessisp.

PEERY
We care about your
home Home repairs, LAWN CARE
additions, decks. roof- 'FULLY INSURED
ing, floor covering. -FREE ESTIMATES
landecapallI slang
753-2172
**FREE ESTIMATES"
293- 1 761
CM (270)753-1499
(731)247-5464
icrobenson•wk net
ION UP NOW WITH
Eddie Ward Farms
Lawn Service,*Affordable pm

492-8192

Olivet
436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hwang Li,
out garages. 9utt0,5
sink & tree work
488111911 ROOF
RERUNS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years expersence. Call
Callers.
A.1 Gutter crewing,
hauting, pink dean up.
dewing out sheds etc
436-2867
4-1
Joe's
Mower
Ropier- Tune up *tFree
ogs.
Odom/delivery
4311-3187.
41 Lamb*
Professional Two
Sennce Complies
remove)
etc
Also Tractor
worki Landscaping.
436-2867
4-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling. additions.
porches decks sun
rooms. vinyl siding,
mobile home Mem.
sagging floors, *mile
& wafer damage Larry
/Wimp (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
H*11689 sagnic
411111.11111119
•Cuellieldellef
bacidewpaatte
41sails
•00011111118/11
4newed
753-9503. 978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
12701 293-8728 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PAID'S
(HAD S. HUGHES
22 %EAR% esivairerti
(278) 22483111
12701 492-11191
It& IS
Criso•ilkt I I tr

11111Lici,
19911 Ford Taurus
Excellent nailing condean MIA 90K maw
Asking 15.500
diecues any reasonable
offer Call
(601)631-30110

A. vaimill8111

j- it
„If

NS.41
:• 4f,

SACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Seotio vision% flrev101
white rack
436-2113
Dozer work $ Track
hoe

I.‘I I 1)% %1
I %%%% NI 1011 I

Over 111,pisers tap.
Saks & huaillwara

753-7728

-33446s2

DNJ MADMAN
We do al Ow oNSlobo
you don't have sine
for
293-5438
DRYWALL brushing
Jerry PorkillS
705-8557 or 705-8553

LAM
AWN SIR VI( t
' eat mulching
removal. shrub
• tree feminism'
,tacoon guaranteed
Call 7W-1116
or 22741611

ELECTRICIAN
Now ConsUllemodeL
or trouble Lc sad ins.
we 30 yrs eV. Ca
753-7091

LEE S Carpel

HIGGINS HANDY
MAN SERVICE
•Yord work
Mod Med top drives
4Pielg leaky roofs
4CaMenter wont
•Small plumbing wont
'Fix small electrical
prolamin
Doing what the beg
guys won't'
270-436-5953 horns
270-293-5837 cell

'WM 1971"
iaeamakUpholelei,
4ossionicy Weiler
Removal +Quick
fIrryi9Free Emerges
-Got Dier
753-5$37

METAL Of ASUNSA1
'
411. CANONS=

& hIstel
Omen

taiatani."
SERVICE on MM.
Home. boat. RV Mgr
Plum. @WC Wood furniture repot VW 0 Nang.
Reglamment windows
(270)816-3606

WE SERVICE
WARD ELKINS

J&D Painting arid
Construction
Collowci*
Residential and new
Trash Service
construction. painting.
remodeling For profes- SLOWEST PACE
sion*. affordable Weft •RELIABLE
•RATES As LOW AS
call 436-2613 or
S15440
217-2576
711-3140 383-4043
JOHNNY WILUAMS
PAINTING
.For all rem:SIMS and
smeR oommelolie
painting needs
enteric:if & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
limn/peso lungs"
L ouver doors / shallow
Loading Dock of
•No iob too nal
Murray Ledger &
-Free selliaides
75341111S.
Times

Free
Pallets

•
s I I,

It \I:Rim 's
%,NN \ I‘RI.

Find Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Coifs

-Itun Udri

I rex. irstinuito.

on
placing or
answering a
clased ad,
see our
Web site
MAU.MU
rrayledger . cars,

•• tjiie5S

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only

pu
lai
read
rche
yf wci
$249000
"mein
436-2865 after 6 00

HAY for sale Bermuda
excellent quality
731-243-2631.
731-607-3196

707 South 121h Street
South Center 1.200
scot 710 eta
753-1252 753-0606

classified listings,

FOR sae loss 75. 76
77. and 7$ in Unit 501
Crappie Harlow See
Plat Book 4 pg 36
$4.000 ol
ewe77-201 I

DOG Obedience
Messer Treanor
436-2858

TWO cats free to good
homes Spayed and
UTD on
neutered
shots George Darnell
(502)379-4582

PRIBMIER
MINIBTORACIE
*Inside carnets control
sioraga
•Secuitty 1111WMIki
*Sale & dein
.We sell boxes;
.We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

OPEINNINGIS

MILferias

s
rear58P
ubd4:
11.161
. IL.16114(j. 3 172

law
.
•eirm/SOSATV •
•

•

1111111111
a

Calloway Gardetairan Downs
A partakes*
4
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